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Trustees increase

fac·u lty salaries by
_seven percent
By GREG SPOON
The Jacksonville State Board of Trustees met Monday, October 15, on the
eleventh floor of the Houston Cole Litrary. Several pertinent issues were
discussed at the meeting. Subjects given consideration dealt with bl''liness
pertaining to the fiscal year.
-The Board approved the budget for the fiscal 1984-85 year.
· -The faculty received a salary increase of seven percent. According to
Vice-President of Business Affairs Cllarles Rowe, the raise is comparable
with most other instit11tions in the state. He added that the University of
North Alabama is increasing seven percent as well. Rowe stated that Troy
State is considering a raise between six and ten percent.
-hnplementation of a tuition assistance plan for faculty and staff. The
plan, designed to encourage faculty and staff to enroll in classes, will allow
a half price tuition rate for faculty, staff, and their dependents. Col.
Clarence Daugette, ~ d Chairman, said, " This is a very great thing for
thfs institution." Mr. Jim Bennett moved to adopt the policy and Mr. Bob
Kennamer seconded the motion.
-The third item on the agenda was a proposal to draw up an operations
contract between the University and Jacksonville High School.
-The Board passed a proposal allowing interest income to be utilized for
special projects.
-A set of by-laws was p-esented to the Board for consideration. The
document dealt with various duties and responsitilities of the Board and
n and studen
the Executive Committee. After lrief discussion, Mr. Kennamer moved to
table the document until further study can be made by the board members.
-The final item on the agenda concerned the renewal of a $300,000 note
loaned to the Communications Foundation last year. After discussion the.
Board approved the renewal.
After the Board finished the official agenda, Dr. Theron Montgomery
By GREG SPOON
could possibly be set up on campus.
read a statement about all of the activities which have occurred since last
bama Secretary of State Don Siegelman was on
"Siegelman was in town meeting people, trying to stir year's meeting. Among them were the renovation of Forney Hall, an inMonday, October 15, to assist in voter interest in the vote and make it known to the general crease in enrollment, and continuing work on the asbestos problem.
tion on campus. According to Andy Goggans, public how important their vote is," Goggans said.
After the public meeting, the trustees went into executive session to hear
of the campus deputy registrars, approximately
He added that open registration will be held in the SGA trom various groups having complaints about administrative procedure
hundred students have been registered thus far. office for students who have not registered to do so.
and personalities. The JSUEA Executive Committee went before the
· ation has been held on three different days and Registration will take place through October 26. Persons Board first to· present their complaints. That group was followed by
they all have been successful. Goggans added that needing more information should contact Goggans, uruversity administrative personnel. After a full afternoon of meetings. the
..,.ug_,,h_s_tu_d_en_ts_r_e_gis_
· _te_r_t_o_vo_te_,_an_e_1e_cto_r_boo
__
th_Mi_ch_ae_1_F_r_en_ch_,_or_Phil_
._Sis_k_a_t_E_xt_._4_90_._ _ _ _ _ Board recessed until a further date at which time it will resume its in•
vestigation into the charges.

registers students

hief Nichols addresses campus parking problem
ByJ=
'paid on parking violations. Chief
Nichols also added that, contrary to
s
n ~ campus _ve ' popular belief, his officers do not
t~ 15
_s camty ~ parking like to write tickets for student or
which more noticeable on faculty parking violations. As for
class days than on others. _ _

tsPARNEIL

ha

.Tickets are only written for
v1!)lations, according to Chief
Nichols .
Students have been
complaining that they violate the
university parking rules and park in

....:...._.:.....__-=..____________________

tarecentStudentGovernment
· tion Senate Meeting, Chief
ls ot the University Police
ent was asked by one of the
to troach the parking
m and to offer a possible

"I'll challenge anyone on any given
day to f,nd a parking place on campus-anywhere.

11

purposely seeking out violators,

·et Nichols approached the "We (the police ) write them inem by first stating that the tentionally ; if we didn't there would
ersity police department be complete confusion," commented
s no revenue from the fines Nichols.

in the areas surrounding the colleges
f~r commut~rs and on-ca~pus
students to drive. Students sunply
refuse to walk from their dormitory
to class. As stated by Chief Nichols,
"I'll challenge anyone on any given

Cllief _Nichols told th e senators.
~ym~ away from a~~ut~
Chief Nicho~s expre~,
~o
ti~ets we 1te ar~ legitimate but
th
it 1s at the d 15cretion ?f e ?ffiCl:_I"
whether or not to write a ticket.

day to find a parking place on
campus-anywhere." Students try to
park for personal convenience ;
others try to " beat the system,,,
according to Nichols, by not buying
the parking decal.

SiJlce_1tisajudgement_call,itCB:nbe
questioned. A traffic _ comnuttee
meets once a _month m order to
handle complamts from th~ facul~y
and tlle student body. It 1S at this
time the individual i:roblems will be
approached. However, if anyone
has an emnuating complaint that
sunply cannot wait, Chief Nkhols
suggested that that person go_
directly to his office and he will see
what he can do.

restricted zones because, as one
H the police did not enforce the
senator stated, "there is no where parking regulations by writing the
else to park."
Chief Nichols violators a ticket, the complaints
r ~butted that the problem seems to would be worse. It is an "unpleasant
be that there are not enough spaces
task, but it must be taken care of''

wr:
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Job popularity
•

College Presidents are waning
By SUSAN SKORUPA

( CPS)- "The American college and university presidency is in trouble,"
a new study reports.
-- 'fhings are so bad, the study says, that qualified appli.cants don't want to
become college presidents, and, in some cases, incumbent presidents want
to get out of their jobs.
·
The study, conducted by the Commision on Strengthening Presidential
Leadership, warns the president's -job has become too difficult, stressful
and constrained at many institutions.
Colleges have "unnecessarily and unwisely" diminished the power of
their presidents in the past twenty years through increase government
controls_and meddling by faculty and governing boards, the study says.
The study adds the problems are driving away the top academic officials
most qualified for the jobs.
"Institutions must ask 'how can we make the presidency attractive to
qualified applicants,'" suggests Nancy Axelrod, spokeswoman for the
commision's sponsor, the Association of Governing Boards of Colleges and
Universities (AGB).
"Presidential search committess cannot simply sit back and wait for
applications," she adds. "'fhey must carefully seek out candidates
who qualify for the position.

During any two-year period, the study reveals, about ·30 percent of the
nation's college presidents are leaving or thinking of leaving their
positions. A fourth of them are dissatisfied with their jobs.
'fhe average president stays at a college seven years, Wanserski says,
not enough time to implement long-term plans for an institution.
"Colleges need to look at the position and make it as attractive and
desirable as it was," she asserts.
. To do it, the study recommends governing boards review their provisions
for presidential support yearly, evaluate their president in "ways that do
not encourage organized attack-5 upon them and do not unduly embarrass...
or weaken them," and make changes necessary to attract and retain
suitable presidents.
ijoard·s should scrutinize p~esidential qualifications as well as the office
itself; s"'ggests Debra McQarthy of Higher Education Education Administratlve !wferral Service, which helps track down presidential candidals for. cone~.
"1:here's a time for eve~," she contends. "What was needed in a
pres1de~t 15 or 20 yeai:&, i:lg? was fine that time. Now, it's time for
something elst.
-

But only about half of the nation's best-qualified academic officers want
to become a college president, the study claims.
And while finding presidential applicants is frustrating, retaining
qualified presidents is often harder.

McCarthy says most coll~~s are looking for presidents with administrative experience rath~ 'than strictly academic _backgromid.

Presidents are stymied by federal and state controls, particularly
"sunshine" laws requiring that they conduct official college business in
open meetings, the report asserts.

"Some say there's more emphasis on mangerial ability," agrees Namey
Aezlrod of the AGB. "The managerial part has become more important for
administration and fundraising~ but academic background is still _important, too.

Increased faculty influence in hiring teachers and governing board interventi<:>n in daily decision-making also discourages presidents.
"The power of a governing board and how it relates to the president in
many cases reduces the power of the president, "maintains Larisa Wanserski, an AGB ·spokewoman.
Governing board actions can "isolate (a president) from the public,
making it hard for him or her to make decisions, "Wanserski says.
The beleagured presidents often react by resigning.

law hinders athletic
contributions
WASHINGTON,.. D.C. ICPS)-A
recent Internal Revenue Service
ruling_has colleged athletic directors
huddling ~h lawyers and tax accountants to determble whether
contributions to their programs are
tax deductible for the donors.

'The ruling, moreover, could wreck
many college sports programs'
fundraising efforts.
Until recently, a contributor could
deduct the cost of his "donation" to a
college sports department from his
income taxes.
Many colleges sports programs, of
course, used the tax deduction as a
lure for contributions.
But now the IRS may have spoiled
the tactic. It recently refused to
grant a deduction to an unnamed
man who gave $300 to a campus
sports department. The $300 gave
the donor a chance to buy season
football tickets for another $125.
"The IRS held that the only way
thP donor could get thos privilege ( of
getting season tickets for $125) was
by paying $300," explains Earnest
Acosta, an IRS spokesman. "He
paid $300 for the right to buy tickets
not available th anyone else.
While Acosta admits the case is a
special situation, the IRS says the
fundraising ploy is widespread.
Without the ploy, of course,
alumni would simply pay $450 for
season tickets, but get no tax break.
Many athletic directors worry their
donors will spend the money
elswhere without it.
"It would be devastating to our
program is our donors· were nQt

allowed a deduction," says Wade
Walker, University of Oklahoma
athletic director. •·•Major institutions in our situation depend on
contributions.
Acosta of the IRS insists the ruling
isn't intended to affect the athletic
programs, only to make contributores aware of the law.
"If you make a charitable contribution to anything you must
subtract from your donation the
value of anything you get in exchange," he points out.
And. in the case of non-tangible
benefits such as special privileges,
donors must evaluate or appraise
the value.
"Otherwise, it's assumed what
you donated is the value of what you
got back in return," he adds.
The officials questioned agree the
ruling is fairly narrow, and it may
be difficult to determine which
contributions are tax deductible.
Contributors to Ohio State
University become members of a
President's Club, which includes
donors to all areas of the university,
explains Richard Bay, OSU athletic
director.
"NQt all contributors have or
.ex'erclsf! k ticket l)hority /.'.,~e says.
"If a donor wishes to pur~se
season tickets on a priority basis, •
it's up to them. But they don't have
to exercise that option.
Croughmel of Syracuse agrees
that "if your situation is as
described in the ruling, it-will apply.
But our is not like that. A different
set of circumstances applies.

In particular, the study says each president "has a responsibility for
maintaining and or creating an effective presidency - particularly, but by
no means exclusively, in relation to the board.
Colleges gradually have diminished their president's role t9 try· tc
guarantee their own survival, the study concludes. Schools mlJ,$t .athllr
reexamine their presidencies or employ weak and ineffective leaders, it
_says.

Faculty
_promoted
By JANET PARNEU.
"Times are changing" seems to
be the present policy of JSU with th
recent promotion of eight associate
professors to full rank professcr,
ships.
Fifteen applicants submitted their
portfolios to a committee consistq
of department heads, deans, and the
Council of Deans. The promotioo
romes as a result of the mean am
median rank orders of each portfolio
as scored by the committee, ac,
cording to the Office of University
Academic Affairs. The promotioos
are determined strickly on the
merits of the portfolios. The seven
denied the full rank professorslip
can appeal.
Approximately 30 percent of 1be
JSU faculty members are now full
professors. Compared to the 7
percent figure f last spring, 1be
promotion policies previouslyratal
as being unfair, are hanging.

'fhe promotion results were made
known September 25th and are listed
as following: Dr. Thomas Barker
College of Cnminal Justice; Dr.
Rodney Friery, College of
Humanities and Social Sciences; Dr.
Howard Johnson and Dr. Ted
Klimasewski, College of Science am
Mathematics; Dr. Charles Walker,
Dr. Jane Brown, and Dr. William
Dunaway, College of Education; am
Dr. Wayne Claeren, College of Music
and Fine Arts.

Domino's
Pizza

Call us.
435-8200
College Center

r---•---------------,
30minute
guarantee
If your pizza does not
arrive within 30 minutes,
present this coupon to
the driver for $2.00 off
your pizza
One coupon per pizza

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS™ L-!~~---------~-----J
FREE.
Fast, Free Delivery~
Good at locations
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Art Department
faculty show work
By JAN DICKINSON
'This month, from October 2
llnJJgll the 26, four members of the
mJ\Art Department will exhibit
lbeir latest work in the gallery of
Hammond Hall. Those four parUcipants' ,are Marvin Shaw,
assistant professor; Lee Manners,
associate professor; Gary Gee,
iltructor; and Carter Osterbind,

imtructor.
Shaw's exhibit includes a multimedia exhibit of assemblies of wood,
metals, paper, and assorted antiques, as well as water colors and
woodrut prints.
Manners will also exhibit a mixed .
media show including works of
paint, paper, water color, and
leather, along with a variety of pots
ISing sag slab construction.
Gee's show includes a number of
tieCeS representing the south and
1111thwest in an abstracted series.'
mlled "Coostruction Series.
0sterbind will show four oil
paintings.
Shaw has been with JSU since
1fll. He received the Bachelor of
Fine Arts from the University of

Alabama in 1970 and the Master of
Arts from the University of
Alabama in 1971. His works have
been displayed throughout the South
and also internationally.
Manners received his Bachelor of
Fine Arts and Master of Art from the
University of Alabama. He also
attended
the
Pennsylvania
Academy of The Fine Arts from
1950-51.
Gee received his Bachelor of Arts
from Emory and Henry COilege in
Virg~ia in 1967 and his Bachelor of
Fine Arts and Master of Fine Arts
from the University of Tennessee.
He has shown works internationally
and has numerous paintings in
irivate collections and musewna
throughout the United States.
Osterbind received his Bachelor of
Science degree in 1965 from Southwestern at Memphis, a Bachelor of
Fine Arts in painting from the
University of Florida at Gainesville
in 1971, a master's in art education
from the University of Florida in
1973, and a Master of Fine Aits in
painting from the University of
Florida in 1980.

Faculty art exhibit
Le'! Mannen, second from the right, gives bis fellow the art sbow are from left to right, Carter Osterblnd,
exhibitors a sneak preview of some of bis work that la Gary Gee, and far right, Marvin Shaw.
now on display In Hammond Hall. Other participants In

Across the nation

Geographers meet
this weekend

Students register to vote

By SUSIE GOLDJl~llG AND DAVID GAEDE
BOSTON MA ( CPS) - Over 400 students pourea
Over 1,000 college freshmen in Alabama were given a seventh grade through voter registration lines at Boston College on
level geography competency exam this summer and approximately 40 October 1st, joining thousands of others ,on campuses
percent failed, according to Dr. Howard Johnson, a member of the Society across the country that held mass registration drives in
ft Alabama Geographers and Educators (SAGE) and professor of observance of National Student Registration Day.
Statewide, Massachussets colleges registered nearly
,ography at JSU.
, .
Jolmson said preliminary test results show that roughly half of the 1,081 3500 students during the one-day event, reports Jim
adents tested at five state universities "do not have even a passable Kessler with the Massachussets Public Interest
mowledge of seventh grade geography."
Research Group (M-PffiG), one of several student
Johnson said the·students gave incorrect responses to simQle _Q \ l ~ organizations sponsoring national drives to register
~8. tQ tpe lQCatiOn of Vietnam,- the name, (If'
'cdtlnt.y•'4ttat' 'students.
aifuia.tiis the communist block, and the name of the most strategic strait
There were similar efforts at campuses nationawide
ii the world for moving oil.
last week as organizers capped what they're calling "the
'lbe tests were administered during summer orientation at the most ambitious student voter registration drive in
lbversity of North Alabama, University of South Alabama, Jacksonville history.
late University, University of Alabama, and Auburn University.
It was mounted, moreover, in the midst of a
JolmsOn said the universities were chosen because they offer majors in presidential campaign that has failed to excite much
,ography.
campus interest.
'lbefindings will be analyzed by SAGE during a work meeting October 19
In New Jersey, the four Rutgers campuses alone
,II at Oak Mountain State Park. A press conference will be held at that netted nearly 2500 new student registrants.
meeting at 2 p.m. Saturday, October 20th to summarize test data and give
At the University of Oregon, where the governor
unples of questions presented to freshmen.
JrOclaimed Oct. 1st state student registration day as
Act-ording to Johnson, members will draw up a list of proposals for the well, over 2500 joined voter lists.
late Board of Education. The group hopes the recommendations will be
Students at COsumnes River COilege in California
ir!IX!ed in the state's new Plan for Excellence. The information will also held a Micheal Jackson lip-syncing contest to entice
llepresented to the Education Reform Commission and to a state task force their classmates to sign up at on-campus registration
• ~al studies curricula.
booths.
Even with only raw data on hand, Johnson said much is already evident
At Temple University in Philadelphia, student
iout geographic literacy in the state.
organizers even passed out voter forms in classes.
"The saddest part about the preliminary test results is that 'shocking'
"The student vote is very important, and the big push
would not be one of the words used to describe our reaction," said Johnson.
is on now for students to get out and vote," says Greg
"We're not shocked because we know college freshmen have an in- Moore, president of the U.S. Student Association
dficient background in geography. We've seen that for years."
(US.SA), another sponsor of the 1984 student vote effort.
Jolmson said the Oak Mountain meeting will consist of college-level and
"Right now there are 12 million college students, "he
ll'Orxlary-level geography teachers who are coming together because of notes. "In 1982 only 48 percent of students were
Im' interest in improving the status of their discipline.
registered and ready to go to the polls.
'!be group will identify the concepts which should be focused on in
By election day, Moore hopes the national student vote
ll'Ondary school curricula and how those concepts can best be introduced.
campaign will have over six million students registered
Alabama geographers will meet with geographers from throughout the and ready to go to the polls. ,
911th at the Association of American Geographers' Southeastern Divisi<>q
Since last spring US.SA, the coaliation of campuslll!ference in Birmingham November 18 - 20 to present a public summary based Public Interest Research Groups (PIRGs), the
• lbeir findings and proposals.
COllege Democrats, and the Young Republicans have all
tbat meeting will include a panel discussion which will be moderated by been conducting ambitious drives to get students
ll'. Howard Johnson, chairman of the Department of Geography at
reistered and to the voting booth.
icksonville State University. Panelists will include professors of
All in all, over 750 campuses have held student voter
,ography and other educators from throughout the region.
registration activities over the last several months,
For more information about the meetings, contact Dr. H. Johnson at sources report. National organizers are working with
raphy Dept. - JSU.
over 1000 campuses to plan additional events before the

im

election, they add
"This is definately the most ambitious student voter
registration project in history," boasts Kirk Weiert,
publications director for M-PffiG, which is coordinating
the combined student vote movement.
Confusing and often antagonistic local election laws
have hindered registration efforts on some campuses,
and logistical problems sometimes have muddled
organizers' abilities to coordinate the vote drive on a
national level.
Nevertheless, more students probably are registered
now than for any other election, Weinert speculates.
The effects, he adds, could be "revolutionary."
But while thousands of new students are registered,
getting them to the polls remains a challenge in a
iresidential preferences, the fiery support attracted by
the earlier candidacies of Jesse Jackson and Gary Hart
is absent, observers concede.
At predominantly-tiack Xavier COilege in New
Orleans, for instance, student excitement has dropped
•• a definate degree" since Jackson visited last spring
and led busloads of students to regiSter.
Jackson performed similar feats last fall at Tuskegee
Institute and Mercer University. Just last week, he
made enthusiastically-welcomed registration stops at
several Maryland campuses.
But such visits are rare these days, so student vote
organizers say they appeal more to students' sense of
civic duty than to impassioned support for the candidates to get students to the polls.
Students will vote on issues, not people, M-PIRG's
Weinert says.
•
consequently ,the next big push is to educate the voters
on the issues and why it's important for them to get out
and vote.
To pigue students' interst, vote organizers are planning a "Showdown '84" debate on many campus
following the second television debate between Reagan
and Mondale on October 21, Weinert says.
Students will .assemble to watch the debate, and afterward will conduct their own local debates involving
students, Politicians, community leaders, f_!l~ty 11nd
adniinistrators.
"Student turnout has been pretty low in the past, "
W ~ pbseryers. "So to make sure they get out to vote
we;ll be conducting phone campaigns, dorm sweeps and
leafletting, sending out sound trucks, and organizing
campus car pools and shuttle bus service to the polls."
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Student march Courtyard condos
turns violent under construction
By SUSAN SKORUPA
NORMAL, IL. (CPS)-ln one of the most violent episodes yet this fall of
nationwide student reistance to strict new dJ::inking policies, as many as
1000 Illinois State University students took to the streets in a seven-hour
riot last week.
The young people, mostly ISU students, flocked from campus to city hall
on October 4th, pelting police with rocks and breaking store and office
windows, officials report.
Other protestors staged a sit-in at a downtown theater and threw rocks at
police attempting to remove them.
Traffic on a nearby highway also was disrupted by partying protestors
equipped with a keg of beer, observers say.
Local and state police broke up the seven - hour - disturbance with tear
gas about 2: 30 a.m. following three arrests and a plea to students from ISU
President Lloyd Wallace to stop demonstrating. Officials report no serious
injuries.
Officials note new city laws governing the use of alcohol and making
students get permits for parties are being enforced for the first time this
fall .
"There have been reports of a number of spontaneous parties with 2000
or 3000 people who take over whole neighborhoOds," explains Steve Mahrt,
the city lawyer. "And there are thousands of students out at night, roaming
neighborhoods, drinking beer. Occasionally, a few get drunk and vandalize

property."
Similar crackdowns are occurring on other campuses this fall as civil
authorities move to curb off-campus partying, and enforce new drinking
regulations and laws.
At the University of Texas at El Paso, disorderly conduct charges were
filed against Phi Kappa Tau fraternity President Dan Sosa when the frat's
neighb9rs complained about a noisy party.
'The fraternity, which is appealing a prior disorderly conduct conviction
as well as the current charge, plans to relocate.
More frequent Southwest Missouri State University -police ·pinro1s are·
enforcing- .drinking' regulations with a new law allowing them to arrest
students on suspicion of a misdemeanor.
Thanks to recent hike$ in the minimlllJl drinking age and new regulations
designed to ~ e campuses's legal liability for student behavior,
milder protests·have erupted at Wisconsin, North carolina State, Indiana,
St. Bonad~entur.·e and Florida, among dozes of schools, in recent weeks.
The ·~ .u~,racl(pown.netted over 300 violators in A~ust and _September,
says~Npnnal City Hall ,spokesman Mahrt._There were pnly 17 m May and
June.
But all the violations stemmed from~.th~'s _public possession of
aic9hol ordinance, not the new: mass gathering law wh_ich requirtes permits
fot Jili,1i.c ga~erings of;i()O ori in'ore,, Mahrt reports.
"We haven't had a single party disturbance this Tall," agrees Richard
Godfrey, ISU director of institutional advancement and Normal mayor.
"And the frats have had no problem with the ordinance. It's very easy to
comply with."
Officials are prepared for more demonstrations, but ''we don't anticipate
any," Godfrey says. "Some students have even suggested taking up a
collection to pay for damages."

By WILLODEAN MCMURRY
smaller type tennis court that is
Remember the path that you could being successfully used in Australia
take across the field from the will be included in this complex.
Coliseum back to the main campus?
Well, folks it's gone ·

'We want to return

The field is cleared off, ready for
the oonstruction of the Courtyard
Condomini\llllS.
OS
'The building of the Courtyard
Condominiums is a new marketing
concept. Colleges are fared with a
growing enrollment and fewer
dollars for student housing. The
concept is let the private sector
supply the capital improvements.
Working in cooperation with the
college, the condominiums will be
rented by the student as opposed to
renting by the unit. The standard
model unit houses four stu(lents in a
three bedroom condominuim.
The units will be 800 square feet,
and two curtain complete bathrooms
complete kitchen and dining area,
living room and two private
balconies or patios.
The youthful charming superintendent Art Bruce explained, "The
Courtyard will be beautifully landS<'.aped; a 32 by 70 foot swimming
pool with a separate 11 foot Jacuzzi
will be built. There will be a new
concept in an outdoor ball court. A

much money OS

Of all the
things you
know-about
cancer, this
may be the
most
important.
1-

we con bock into

the local economy.'
Mr. Bruce explained, "We are
using all local companies for the
construction. We want to return as
much money as we can back into the
local _economy.

Phase one of the project will be
ready by March of 85 with the
opening of 36 units. Another 46 units
will be ready by July of 85.
Phase two will include 72 llllits
which will begin construction in
June or July of 85.
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of Alabama
We'll tell you
everything you
need to know
about cancer. Free.
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Workshop set for Thursday
Jacksonville State University
Department of Sociology will host
the 13th annual AlabamaMississippi Social Work Education
Conference October 18-19.
The conference will focus on the
work of field instructors. Students,
faculty, and field instructors will be
sent from universities throughout
the two states.
The theme of this year's conference is "Bridging the Gap BetWee!l Social Work Education and
Practice.
,
Dr. Brad Sheafor, president of the
Council on Social Work Education,
and Dr. Beulah Compton, director of
the doctoral program, School of
Social, University of Alabama, will
present a special workshop on
agency instruction for field instructors on Thursday, October 18,
from 10 a.m.-12:00.
Another
workshop on field instruction will be
held that day from 2:30 p.m.-3:45.
Other ·scheduled workshops will
deal, with the abuse of older adults,
substance abuse, parents who resist

treatment, spouse abuse, abused
children's treatment programs, and
community programs in the 1980's.
The
presenters
will
be
professionals from Alabama and
Mississippi.
A banquet will be held at 7 p.m. on
'Thursday, Oct. 18th, at Leone Cole
Auditorium with entertainment to be
provided by the JSU Jazz Ensemble.
The banquet will be followed by a
disco at the Ft. McClellan Officer's
Club Ball Room.
Thirteen Mississippi universities
will send participants, including the
University
of
Mississippi,
Mississippi University for Women,
and Delta State University.
Eight universities in Alabama will
send participants, including the
University
of
AlabamaBirmingham, Auburn University,
and University of North Alabama.
A registration form with
registration fees and other information can by obtained from Dr.
Mark Fagan of the JSU sociology
department by calling 4~9820, Ext.
344.

• ART POSTERS

• PROFESSIONAL
PICTURE FRAMING
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Why have VP debate?
By STEVE CAMP
Another testimony of how the mass media has affected
IXJlitical ·elections took place last Thursday night. The
reference is to the Vice-Presidential candidates' debate
between George Bush and Geraldine Ferraro.
There is only one question . Why on earth do these
people need to debate anyway'? Though their names are
indeed on the ballot, we as voters choose a president. We
have no control over who becomes the chief official's
" right hand man, or woman in this case.
Never before have vice-presidential candidates
debated. Why you ask? Because it is so wmeccessary.
It's senseless because the person in this particular seat
has very little authority when it comes to the significant
issues.
It was obvious why this debate was planned. The
media insisted on getting the first woman to be placed on
a presidential ballot into the public eye to see just how
she can handle herself.
After seeing the debate, most can seP that the
Democratic ticket is in deep trouble. Not only dil;i Ms.
Ferraro seem terribly uncomfortable , but she also had
very little to say. She was shooting blanks.
Her appearance was unfavorable. All of America did
learn how Ms. Ferraro parts her hair because the top of
her head was what was visible the rriost. Her nose was
buried in her notes.

enough . Was she really so unfamiliar with the party's
platform, or did she lack the confidence needed to look
straight at her questioner when she gave her answers?
George Bush, on the other hand, displayed to the
viewers that he was perfectly confident in answering
any question fired at him. Bush handled himself in a
manner more favorable to those viewing all across
America . At one point he even shunned applause in
order to finish a statement. He meant business.
He did so because he knew exactly what he was
speaking about at all times. It was evident that his and
the President's opinion on almost every issue is the
same. Bush performed as an extension of Reagan.
If indeed Mondale had bested Reagan in their debate,
Ferraro lost that advantage back to the opposing party.
~e spent most of her allotted time critcizing her opposition when she should have been giving solutions
to the problems. While almost anyone ·can point an accusing finger, not everyone can come up with valid
corrective results. Judging by Ferraro, the Democraiic
ticket consists of two pointers.
If the vice-presidential candidate debate did in fact
accomplish an objective, it revealed to all of the country
who could be trusted as president in the result of an
emergency. While George Bush may have very well
enhanced his credibility as a candidate in 1988, Ferraro
may have severly scarred her political advancement.

Most people who watched on television realized imFor the Republicans 1t was a solid victory. If the
mediately that Ferraro relied too heavily on whatever Democrats hope to save any chance of competing on
normation lay in front of her. She gave many who election day, they had better keep Ms. Ferraro out of
watched the impression she wasn't prepared well situations such as she was in last Thursday night.

Are women really equal?
ByC. MAROLLAS
" We hold these truths, to be selfevident: that all men are created
equal ; that · they are endo·wed by
their
creator with
certain
inalienable rights .. ."
Is the fifth , along with the Fourteenth Amendments , sufficient
constitutional basis for equality for
women ?
In 1963 the President's Commission on the status of women
concluded that those were enough
and that another amendment was
not necessary. But the majority of
· public Opinion agree: that those two

amendments ha·,e not been working
for women and the conclusions of the
1963 commission have been rejected.
Women do n.ot have equality.
Mainly during the decade of the
1960's in antithesis to the 1950's,
1970's or even the early 1980's, was a
period of rapid cultural, social and
political change which set the stage
for the feminist movement .
Ferrurusts are united by the belief
that the unequal and inferior social
status of women is unjust and needs
to be changed. Several important
factors have been connected to that
movement : most important the

acceleration trend of · married
women and mothers of young
children working outside home,
along with the success of the civil
rights ; the traumatic national
events and the accompanying
strains mainly that of war and:race,
proved to be good background fqr
the women's liberation or feminist
movement.
Women's perception of ~xism in
ideology and in practice spread
slowly, as more of them left
universities to enter the job market
(See WOMEN, Page 8)
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OP/ED
Europeans are interested
By DAVID ECCLF.S
The average American would
p-obably be pleasantly surprised by
the interest Europeans show in U. S.
elections. Every move is recorded
by both the press and television, the
pros and cons are studied, and in
England you can even bet on the
outcome. To some extent this is part
of an overall interest in world af.
fairs, but it alsO reflects the importance to the rest of the world of
the U.S.A., and in particular its
President. There is also a
fascination with a very different·
political system, the rules of which
seem as strange as those of cricket
to the American.
The points of difference are thOse
which give the American electoral
process its special character. In
nearly all European countries, the
head of the legislature is the head of
the party which has the majority of
sects in the lower house of the
parliament. Toe electer thus (with
romplications where there is a
proportional representation system)
elects individuals to form a
government, and the party with the
most seats automatically has the
head of government. This does not
necessarily happen here, where the
president is more often a member of
the minority party. P~~~ this is a
prime example of the lchepks and
balances' which w~ e so muclt in the
mind of the founding fathers.
The practical effect is to separate
party and presidential electiOJl.9,• ifr
effect downgrading the former and
concentrating virtually all interest
in the latter. In turn, this makes the
key election one of personality-clash
rather than a discussion of issues.
One has only to read the press
coverage of the Reagan-Mondale
debate to realize that the main interest was on which individual
'won' , and not on what they said.
'This is to foreigners not necessarily
a bad thing. The leadership which
America provides is perhaps the key
to world peace, security and
eronomic health.

us

elections

Margaret Thatcher and Indira on one hand you have an old but
Gandhi's prove the irrelevance of experienced leader, on the other a
this. Surely these things matter even man who was associated with a
less in this land of opportunity for former president who failed to
provide effective leadership.
most, if not all.
The real issues seem to have been Eronomically you have a man who
almost ignored, perhaps because has presided over the start of
there is so little difference between recovery, but at the rost of intei:est
the parties in essentials, if not rat~ which. ·al'e 'Cfepressmg ·the
details. Even when discussed, they recovery of the rest of the world,
are reduced to attacks, and not against a man committed to inronstructive depates. A country •crl!8sing · expenditure, which n;iay
must have a good leader, but this raise inflation rates. Where soclety
requires more than charisma, is concerned, you have a man who
although when this is combined with has made many feel that there is
vision, then the world has a great little hope of betterment, and one
leader. In many ways the im- who has promised to mobilize money
pression is that the process produces
an elected monarch, albeit for a
limited reign.
Perhaps the proof of this, or any
other system, is the results it
produces. The American elections
do no worse, and in many ways
better than any other, in today's
complex economic and social era.
It 1s not for me to say who should To the Editor:
The people of Alabama need to
be the president of the United States.
Europe 's main interest is in a know over eleven years have passed
leader, although internal politics are since the end of the Vietnam ronalso of more than passing interest. flict, but yet we still have 2,490
U.S. interest rates have a profound American servicemen unacrounted
effect on European econom, and for from every state in the nation,
social trends cross the Atlantic as if with 45 being from the State of
Alabama.
borne on the jet stream.
It's not too late to do something.
As far as leadership is concerned,
You can help by writing letters to the
Representatives and Senators of
your State. You can even write to the
President of the United States to act
immediately and expeditiously to
secure from the governments of the
By GREG SPOON
nations of Southeast Asia a full
With all of the tension last week, a commendation for a well done job was
acrounting of the 2,400 Americans
overlooked. The commendation goes to · the SGA for all of the hard work
captured or missing in Southeast
required to make Homecoming Week a success.
Asia as a result of the Vietnam
For many years, according to Pete Brooks, Director of Alumni Affairs,
conflict, and to work for the imthe Alumni Association has been given credit for doing all the work for
mediate release of each living
Homecoming. In actuality the SGA should receive the high praises.
American listed by the Department
The Alumni House is in charge of activities directly associated with
of Defense as a prisoner of war
alumni such as meetings, open house and a luncheon. In addition the
( POW) or missing - in - action (MIA)
Alumni Association provides funds ($3,000) for float, yard display, and
in Southeast Asia, and the imband awards.
mediate return of the remains of all
The homeroming committee worked hard and the result was evident
American POW's and MIA's who
during the festiye week. Let's take our hats off the the SGA and the Alumni
have died in Southeast Asia.
Association for- their combined successful efforts.
What of the other electees who
should provide the basis of government? Is there not a danger that
they are elected almost by chancef
The effect of Mrs. Ferraro's
nomination by the Democratic
party, and the part played in the
primaries by the Reverend Jackson,
have done much to change the role of
the "bit" players in 1984. ln passing,
that is another factor, the length of
the electoral process. To one wbO is
used to a three-week election, it all
seems like a marathOn, or a football
game with several overtime
periOds; the original purpose begins
to be forgotten. The supporting casts
this year have provided most of the
interest, and (dare I say it after the
Bush-Ferraro debate) , much of the
quality.
If the thesis that this is a rontest
between individuals is accepted, ·
then the rontest always runs the risk
of being _dragged down to the level of
a bar-room brawl between two
people, who can do little but exchange insults, the original reason
for the arguments having been
forgotten! Whilst probity in our
leaders is yital, do we need to spend
so much time on detailed discussion
on when 'tax returns were submitte<f? On whether one~rson goes
to church enough? On a candidate's
sex and coloti :G6ldil' Meir 's

SGA: Good iob

and resources on the peoples behalf.
Tl\e choice is yours not mine. A!
always happens, your choice will be
largely dependent upon your personal circwnstances, and what you
see being better for you. I do wonder
if in the long run it really matters.
Can one man make earth-shattering
differences in a democratic system,
particularly one with such balances
as yours? The answer must be "yes"
if that person is a Lincoln, a
Roosevelt, or perhaps a Kennedy.
This year the answer is probably
"no," as neither candidate is in that
class.

Letters to the editors
There are more than 200 reports of
Hinds
sightings 'Of Americans in Southeast
Asia being held against their will.
makes
A special thanks goes to Secretary
of State Don Siegelman for the
plea
Alabama State flag . I and other
Vietnam Veterans will take this flag
to Washington, D. C., and stand vigil
at the Vietnam Veterans' Memorial.
The mission is for the return of
POW-MIA's. "No other issues" will
be discussed. If you are a veteran or
just wish to help, contact me by
writing to :
Alabama ' s Veterans' Vigil
Society, 1704 Mae Road, Anniston,
AL 36201, or call (205 ) 831-7691.
We cannot do enough by ourselves.
We need your help.
Thank you, .
Charles W. Hinds
Alabama's Veterans' Vigil Society

Students are encouraged to
submit letters to the editors
about issues of concern.
Letters should be submitted
typed, single-spaced and
signed by the writer.

W o m e n - - - - - - - - - - -(Continued
- - -From
- -Page
-----------------------7)
in the 1960's. "Feminism has two
goals, first to change women's selfperceptions so that each woman "is
free to grow and achieve self actualization whatever her circumstances" and second to "change
the institutional and societal conditions which create inequalities
between the sexes." In general
women should be autonomous as
individuals and totally equal to men
including the job market. Since the
early '60's , the movement resulted
in some gains for women mainly by
particular on-job laws such as the
Equal Pay Act which does not cover
all occupations. Though it has been
on the books since 1963, women in
the 1980's earn only 65 percent of
what men earn. The need of a
constitutional amendment is great
• in the sense that repealing a constitutional amendment is much
more difficult than repealing laws,
and most important an Equal Rights
Amendment would provide the long
awaited official mandate to end the

discrimination against women, pleasure, boredom or extra luxuries
creating a single system of but rather as the men, economic
qualification since the basic prin- need. Women make up 42.2 percent
ciple of the amendment is that "sex of the total work force. Sixteen plus
is not a permissible factor in million American mothers with
determining advantages or disad- school-age children work for reasons
vantages for · anyone. The basic of economic necessity. Four million
principle of the ERA is not that men _ of t!!,e married working women have
and women are the same but that husbands who earn less than $8500 a
law cannot treat them differently year. Eight million working women
because of their gender.
are widowed, divorced or separated
and their incomes support them"Feminism
has
two selves and their families. More than
goals."
2. 7 million working women are
heads of families that fall into the
poor or low-income categories. In
But now let's look at some specific 1978 the average woman earned 59
statistics on the working women percent of what the average man
which are one of the main concerns earned, a smaller share than 20
of the ERA . Did you know that by the years ago when a woman's
ye.ar 1990, the labor force par- paycheck averaged 63 percent of the
ti~fpation for women aged 25 to 54 average man's. Twenty-six percent
will be 72 percent? 'i.1e US Bureau of the year around full time working
and census and the Department of women earned salaries of less than
Labor Women's bureau is the best $9000 yearly. Of the 441 occupations
reference on working women. The listed by the US Census Bureau,
motivation for women to work is not women are primarily roncentrated

in the lowest-paid 20 job
and men their right of fair comclassifications. Most electricians
petition on the job market. ERA will
(99.7 percent). are men, making an
standardize sick leave provisions for
average S.330 week while the mainly
parents with respect to child rearing
women stenographers earned in 1979
and illness of children. ERA would
an average of $159 a week. At the give momentum to the idea of
latest count males with less than an
providing child care facilities for
eighth-grade education earned, on
working parents and their children.
the average, $618 a year more than a
ERA would require that . Social
female college graduate. The wage
Security benefits be equal for men
gap-between men and women is not
and women. A man retiring at age 62
narrowing; and many believe it is
would have his benefits computed
widening. The ratification of ERA
under the same formula as a woman
will improve the role of the working ' retiring that age. The need for ERA,
woman. These are some of the
especially working women, is at
specific improvements we can hope
least as great today as it was in 1923
for in the ~eaof employment:ERA
when the first E qual Rights
will reinforce Title Vll of the Civil
Amendment was introduced in
Rights Act of 1964, making it more _(fngress. Federal and state laws
difficult for employers to cir- · that deny equal rights in the job
cumvent the guidelines established
market will be permitted until an
by the Equal Employment OpEqual Rights Amendment is added
portunity Commission. ERA will
to the US Constitution. Without
require equal pay for equal work for
ERA, one classification of citizens,
persons not now covered and will
the women, must place their <.'OIi·
reinforce the equal pay principle for
fidence in the good intentions of
all. ERA will secure for both women , government leaders. Is that enough?
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ashvilte band attacks with style
ByWENDY EDEN
Even elbow room was hard to come by Friday night when THE WHrrE
ANIMALS, to the delight of many, trampled MY'BROTHER'S BAR.
Tye dye shirts and love beads dotted the normal party animal crowd,
while the five .man Nashville based band wailed out a combination of 60's
hits and original tunes. Roadtrippers, as far away as Auburn and Birminghan Southern College, drove for hours to hear the magnetically intense sound that 11fE WlilTE ANIMALS have been able to achieve.
Their music is instinctive, yet flawless and 100 percent rock and roll.
ECSTASY, the latest of THE WlilTE ANIMALS three albums, contains
seven original tlln.es out of the eight recorded. "We have all intentions of
getting another album out in about eight months," said bass guitarist\
vocalist Steve Boyd. "We already have five songs ready."
It's no surprise that another album is in the works. Their video,"Don't
Care," off the ECSI' ASY album is already on the MTV circuit and further
shows the increasing talent of vocalist guitaristKevin Grey. Another single
off their third album, "This Girl of Mine" by Boyd, is a sultry song that
complements their PRODUCER-bop beat.
"Brother's is really great, " said Boyd outside the bar during a break.
Boyd added that it was nice to play in a litUe "road house where people
could rock out, drink beer and crowd up to the stage and bass amp." 'l'HE
WHITE ANIMALS have just recenUy come back from a tour hitting hot
spots in Cslifornia and New York and earlier in the year were able to open
for DURAN DURAN and the KINKS.
This, however, has not changed their attitude towards small town gigs.
THE YARDBIRD'S "For Your Love," and the KINKS "Lola"ushered in
table dancing and a "WHO crowd" atmoshpere while the audience bopped
in any avilablefloor space. Fun was basically achieved by all.
A lengthy version (approximately 12 minutes) of the 60's psychodelic
classic, "Gloria," showed the joint strength of the five musicians.
Drummer Ray Crabtree's talent bolstered the unificaion of Boyd's
Stingray bass, Gray's vocals and the lead guitarist Rich Park's HENDRIXWAN HALEN style strumming.
Tim Coats, who backs the stage band from behind, is boss over the
"dreadmaster." Coats is also responsible for the soundboard's ability to
add keyboards and synthesized percussion to the band. Vocals clearly gain
an extra edge through the echoes Coats has developed.
Beatie based harmonies gave way to one overpowering JOPLIN oriented
blues t\D'le, "For Lovers Only." Jacksonville's own Horace Lee (alias
HAWK) Williams, brought the house down with a gutsy saxaphone accompaniment. Williams, husband of JSU police officer, Pearl Williams,
said that most touring bands don't have their own wind instruments and
rely on local talent.
"It's therapy for me," said Williams, who befriended the band earlier in
the day and through conversation was given the opportunity to show his
wares.
Early into Saturday morning and three encores later the music endal.
"I'd go 300 miles away to see THE WlilTE ANIMALS," said Bir, mingham Southern sophomore Guy Chancelor. ''Why? Because they dress
cooland blow your mind.
r
A familiar answer, whose likeness had been hard in the lyrics, "Don't

The White Animals

Stage set for drama festival
By WILLODEAN MCMURRY
participants to get the scenery set up by the 9:00 perActivity in the dr'ama department's scene shop seems formance. Also, there is greater participation in the
to be taking on a faster pace with much excitement being evening show.
generated as the final plans for the performance of "The
D>ctor in Spite of HimseH" gets underway. This play
This year will see a return from last year's
Iii! be performed as part of the Theatre Festival to be "Shenandoah" of three students. Ross Perry, student
bekl November 2-3 and 9-10.
from Douglasville, Georgia explained how his acting
experience in "Shenadoah" helped him to get a job doing
Last year the Theatre Festival was held at the summer stock; "I worked with Marilyn May in
Uliversity of Alabama in Binningham. The decision as "Shenandoah" in Galveston, Texas this past summer; it
Wllhereit will be held is decided by a central committee was just great, lots of hard work, but an experience I'll
laled by state chairman David Dye of Troy State.
never forget." Ross has been awarded scholarships
from the drama department for his work.
Dr. Claeren, professor of drama and director of "The
"The festival is a gathering
Doctor in Stxte of HimseH, said, "The festival is a
gathering of people to enjoy one another'• s work and
of people to enjoy one anothers
to share ideas."

work and sl:,ore ideas;"
-'.""----------------The state chairman also picks the time for each
s:IIOOl's perfo~nce. Tw~ shows are given each day,
11ein the morrung and one tn the eveOl{lg.
The ,eve · ~is . the :
desir~e time. since, thel'
performance requires early rising by the

The best performance is picked by two adjudicators.
The winner is them eligible to attend the regional
competition. Last year's winner was the University of
Alabama, Tuscaloosa. Scholarships are also given to
outstanding actors.
The Theatre Festival provides an opportunity for
students and the community to enjoy some outstanding
Jljays. Tickets may. be purchased m advance:-for--2 · ,
dollars per show.

(See WHll'E ANIMALS, Page 10)
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Ex-Beatie shines
"Give My Regards To Broad
Street" is Paul McCartney's first
feature fibn since "Let It Be,"
fourteen years ago. A full-scale
musical, it recounts the day in the
mind Of a pop star when the worst
thing that could happen to him
happens: The master tapes for his
new album, a year in the making,
disappeai:,
"Broad Street's" quixotic plot
leaves equal room for musical excursions and visual flights of fantasy
as the search for the missing tapes
nears its midnight deadline and
suspicion falls on an ex-convict Paul
has befriended and given a job. The
title Of the film is a Beatie-like pun
on "Give My Regards to Broadway," substituting the name of a
London railway station which
served as one of the film's locations.
"I wanted to make the sort of
movie that I like to see," says Mccartney, who stars in his own
screenplay. "It's an old-fashioned
musical, a good night out, nothing
heavy. Like most people, I go to the
cinema to be entertained, not to see
my own problems up on the screen.''

"Broad Street" has two major
production numbers rhoreographed
on a grand scale by David Toguri,
and its fourteen-song score includes
Beatie classics like "Good Day
Sunsliine" and "Yesterday" in fresh
arrangements, some of McCartney's
later work (including "Band on the
Run," _"SO Bad" and "Silly Love

feature film

different cnallenge for McCartney
songs") and three new McCartney Bryan Brown ( "Breaker Morant,"
compositions. The arrangements "The Thorn Birds"); Tracey than the movies he made with the
are by the legendary George Martin, Ullman; and the late Ralph Beatles like "A Hard Day's Night"
and Martin and McCartney have Richardson in what was to prove his and "Help!" "On 'Hard Day's
assembled a unique gathering of the last screen role. "Broad Street" was Night' none Of us knew what we were
world's top rock musicians to play shot over a seventeen-week period at doing, and 'Help!' was all on these
them - enough for several Thorn-EM! Studios, Elstree, and on exotic locations, so it was like
"supergroups" !
having a series of holidays. In this
locations in and around Lonrlon
"Broad Street" proved a very film, I have to act and I worried
-•~e UlQught, why:not get the best-,
the people I love to listen to and have
always wanted to work with?" says
the former Beatie. And he did just
that. They include Britons DS>'e
Edmunds (formerly ·or Rockpile)
and session star Chris Spedding, Led
Zeppelin's John Patil Jones, 10 CC1&.
~ric Stewart, . ~ev~ Lu,katber ,and.
Jeff Porcaro -from· T~to, Jody:'Lin~'
scott ( the American percussionist
known for her work with Peter
Townshend), bass guitarist Louis
Johnson Of the Johnson Brothers,
Pink Floyd's Dave Gilmoure,
Fairport Convention's Dave Mattocks, and Herbie Flowers. For the
new arrangements Of his classics
"Eleanor Rigby" and "For No
One," McCartney takes up the
acoustic guitar and plays with the
Gabriell String Quartet.
Known as a perfectionist in his
music, they applied the same
Itiilosophy to filmmaking. "We went
for the best in every department,"
says Andros Epaminondas. Costarring with Paul in "Broad Street"
are his wife, Linda McCartney;
Ringo Starr; Starr's wife, actress
Barbara Bach; Australian actor

about that. But Peter Webb was so
relaxed he put me at ease, and when
he told me just to behave naturally I
tried for that. But talking to actors
now, I know there's no danger from
me. Nobody needs to worry!"
Though the story of "Broad
Street" is fiction, expanded by
(See McCARTNEY, Page 12)

McCartney dreams script

Personal Pan Pizza
With This Coupon

ut.

McCartney

White Animals---------(Continued From Page 9)
care what people say; Don't care if I dance my life away; Dress cool, blow
sorpe minds; Ha, frm the restless kind," from their original hit, "Don't
Care:•
Maybe a bwnpersticker found on their amplifier between the pictures of
Mary Lou Retton and a UNC cheerleader sums up the concensus of the
audience Friday night.
"If I had to be an animal, Pd want to be a white animal."

Pepperoni Or Pork For 99~
Supreme For 5 1 .49

Good Only At
813 Pelham Road
Jacksonville, AL.
435-5202

Limit One Coupon Per Person. Offer Not Valid With Any Other Discount. Expires: October 26, 1984
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Espionage reigns

in "Drummer Gir_
l"
'Die p;ychology of espionage, the
lmrigue of international politics and
Ille consequences of expedient ethics
are all brought vividly to the screen
by libnmaker George Roy Hill in his
majOr production of John le Csrre's
critically-acclaimed bes~seller 1be
LIUle Drmnmer Girl.
With a screenplay adapted by
l.«lng Mandel, the picture stars
Diane Keaton, Klaus Kinski, and
Yorgo Voyagis. Filmed on location
in West Germany, England, Greece,
111d Israel, "The tittle Drummer
Girl" involves a vulnerable,
8lpirlng actress who is recruited by
Inell counterintelligence agents In
ll'dertocaptureamajor Palestinian
c.,erattve. In the process, she falls in
m with the key IBraell operatne in
Ille mater plan.
In bis put novels, le Cam! has
lllJde4 the numel'OWI bt!roic acu by
Israelis and reaffirmed their
dllllltry'1' ngit't.c, exist. In "The
little Drummer Girl," according to
Newneek magazine, the author
widens his focus "t.o a regiOn where
heroes and villains shift roles with
)lilmatic confusion and where noble
callSel lose their logic in the
bloodshed of.battle."
Utilizing familiar techniques of
intelligence gathering by agents and
m>uble agents, as well as the briefing
and debriefing that characterized
bis master spy Smiley books ( the
trilogy Tinker, Tailor, Sailor, Spy,
Honourable schoolboy,
Smiley's
People, '!be Spy Who came In From
1be Cold, and The Looking Glass

War), "The tittle Drummer Girl"
nevertheless represents a stunning
departure.
l' or the filmmakers, a high
iriority was placed on recapturing
the reality, drama, .and suspense
which le carre set forth in his book,
which was ranked No. 1 for 16
straight weeks on The New York
Times Best-Seller List.
Under the direction of George Roy
Hill, whose films include '"lbe
World According to Garp," "1be
Sting," "Butch Cassidy and the
Sundance Kid" and Kurt Vonnegut's
"Slaughterhouse Five," an internatiooal cast and a-ew was
asBembled and based at Bavaria
Atelier Studios in Munich, Weat
Germany.
Principal photography began on
September 18, 111113, with Diane
Keaton starring as "Cll&rlie," le

Carre's actress-terrorist-double
agent.
The story begins with a
Palestinian-plotted bombing which
bas shattered the serenity of a
family in Bad Godesberg, Germany.
Aspiring actress Cll&rlie (Diane
Keaton), infatuat.ed with one of the
Palestinian operatives, is recruited
by the Israeli side as the go-betweep, ..
sO that the carnage wrought by the 11
ratestiaj~ ~!O(lage leader Khalil,•
wh<t is 'ultimately responsible, can
be stopped.·Initially Charlie resists,
but gradually, her resolve is broken
down. Her Palestinian sympathy
now subverted, she is able to assume

Tina minu~ Ike

equOls delight
Tina Turner is back and it looks
like her split with Ike was the best
D¥>ve that she 's ever made. Her
new.found freedom clearly shows in
her dynamic songs. Here's a singer
who can belt out rock and roll with a
punch and still leave listeners
gasp~ for air when she digs into
r ~ and blues.
Her first Ip since the split with exhusband Ike, Private Dancer
already has three Top 40 hits to it's
a-edit: "Let's stay Together, the
bluesy "What's Love Got to Do With
It, and the most recent release,
"Better Be Good to Me .
Tina has been quoted as saying the
first wt·of the album, " Let's stay
Together, was a success because
listeners fowid in the song a twist of
irony, considering Turner's own
personal life. But that didn't stop her
from releasing the second cut,
"What's Love Got to Do With It~'ln it
are some original throaty vocals by
Turner, who seems to be just hitting

She wiU become
their most deadly weapon.

As long as they can make
her fall in love.

(See DRUMMER GIRL, Page 13)

Reviews-----

By JAN DICKINSON

Keaton In . " Dr um mer Girl"

her prime. But anyone who has seen
her latest video release of "Better
Be Good to Me" will tell you that she
hasn't lost that Tina Turner touch or
mellowed with age one bit.
Probably the best song on the
whole album is "St.eel Claw:•one of
those kick-amp songs that is long
overdue for air time on the radio.
Guitarist Jeff Beck ( of Wired fame)
appears on this cut and does he let it
fly
Beck, incidentally, can also be
heard on the lat.est Diana Ros.,
album, Swept Away.
Comedienne Joan Rivers once
quipped, "Would you trust someone
who looks like she styled her hair
with a toilet bowl trush?" Sorry,
Joan, but you ought to know by now
that looks arent't everything. After
hearing Turner's lp, the answer to
that question would be an emphatic
yes. Anyone who can blast out
melodies like T'n T can has the trust
of my ears as well as my hardearned ca sh. Hey Tina, the wait was
worth it.
'\

..
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LIT.fLE
DRUMMER
GIRi.
AGEORGE ROY HILL FILM
DIANE KEATON
in JOHN LE CARRE'S
"THE LITTLE DRUMMER GIRL"
YORGO VOYAGIS KLAUS KINSKI
Music by DAVE GRUSIN
Elecutive Producer PATRICK KELLEY
· Screenplay by LORING MANDEL
Based on the novel by JOHN LE CARRE
Produced by ROBERT L. CRAWFORD
Directed by GEORGE ROY HILL

Q 0----.. . . . . --
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Pale•~

lavishly produced musical numbers
and fantasy sequences, its flights of
fancy are rooted in reahty thanks to
the real people who play themselves
in the film. "You know in the old
days Hollywood used to hire some
glamorous star to play the pianist
while Arthur Rubenstein played on
the soundtrack. We didn't want
'Broad Street' to be that kind of
silm," says McCartney. "Nobody
plays Ringo in the drums betteJ:. than
Ringo, so whv not hire him?"
T~ •'Ile-same way, he saw no point
in finding actors to play his driver,
his aide and other people who are
close to him in real life. This
iractical approach gave the "Broad
Street" set a family feeling. Trevor
Jones and John Hammel, long-time
employees of Paul and Linda McCartney, play roadies in the film,
and in a recording studio sequence
George Martin occupies his
customary place behind the glass in
the control room with tape operator
John Jacobs at his side, just as on a
regular working day.
Filming of "Broad Street" got
under way I m'. Autumn 1982. on
locations in.. London's, docklarxl,
inside the Royal Albert Hall ( where
"Eleanor Rigby" is performed with
the Gabr~\i string Quartet), in
We.-1tminster and ont'lictP t.hP. BBC.
"Broad Street" 's interiors shared
Elstree Studios with Steven
Spielberg, then shooting "Indiana .
Jones and the Temple of Doom,"
and Barbara Streisand, who was
editing "Yentl." Both Spiel~g and
Streisand visited the "Broad Sb:eet"
sets, which included a full-!1'.!alt
reproduction of the interior of
London's Lyceum Ballroom, used
for the McCartney number
"Ballroom Dancing." The minute
"Ballroom Dancing" wrapped, the
set was torn down and the stage

theatres and restaurants which
surround Leicester SQ\Ull1! were
closing down. "We wanted people
there,
of
course,"
says
Epaminondas, "but not too many.
Leicester Square is a center of
London's night-time life and is filled
with people who don't pay too much
attention to other passers-by.
However, we'd already had experience of Paul appearing in public
and he does cause a stir. In order to
,,,- .disguise Paul a little we had him
wear a hat, and make-up gave him a
false moustache!''
Says Paul McCartney, "Nobody
noticed me. It's interesting, the way
people don't really look at each
other. No one looked at my face.
They just glanced at me, said
'b.tsker' and looked away. Someone
did toss me ten pence, though, so I
can't have been too bad."

McCartney jams
turned over to Spielberg to be filled
with the snakes and insects of
"Indiana Jones."
"• Ballroom Dancing' sprang from
the title," recalls McCartney. "I
liked the idea of a song about
ballroom dancing because it
reminded me of my childhood. So it
became a song about childhood,
about kids at play, summer days,
their dreams and fantasies. It was in
the dance hall on a Saturday night
that we neighborhood kids met up,
settled differences and sometimes
created new ones. Romances began
and ended, and sometimes a fi~ht

would start. The old ritual of every
new generation."
Planning the busking scene, a
fantasy sequence in which the star
imagines what will become of him if
the missing tapes don't turn up, was
like planning a military campaign.
The scene was set in Leicester
Square in the heart of London's West

Although carefully planned,
"Broad Street" 's musical
sequences were filmed in a way that
ireserved the vitality of the music
and performances. Says director
Webb, "Modern film musicals are
shot with the songs and the story
together, using a playback tape for
the music. Then the score is
End, where real life buskers - street recorded and added on after filming
musicians who perform their songs finishes. We shot our story first, then
in return for gratuities from we rehearsed and shot the musical
generous passers-by - regularly numbers, recording them live. I was
.congregate.
reading a book about the great days
Producer Epaminondas and of Hollywood recently, and I realized
director Webb secured permission to the way we made our film was the
film late at night when most people way they made, for example, the
· were on their way home and the . classic Astaire-Rogers musicals."

BBBL
OOTTOH
DBL~

POLICEACADEMY
aet...... 24

Showtimes: 7:00 & 9:30 P.M.
3rd Floor TMB

Monday-Thursday
9:00 A.M . .To Midnight
Friday-Saturday
9:00 A.M . To 2:00 A.M.
Sunday Noon to Midnight

College Center
435·2233
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lie identity given her by-the Israeli

cents. She is subsequenUy charged
111b the complex role of appearing
llitbful to both the Israeli and
Pllestinian causes.

Further complicating her mission
iber love for Joseph - her primary
imtact on the Israeli side - who has
It'll described in the The New York
1lmes Book Review as "the most
mysterious character to have 81>'
peared in recent fiction."
Under Joseph's direction, Charlie
travels from London to Greece, to
Lebanon and finally to Germany.
Along the way, she unwittingly
llscovers, the truth in le carre's
W1l'ds, "the tempestuous loveliness
ri terror."

For Diane Keaton, the challenge
It her role was met with the skill and

lllderstated elegance of her own
!pecial talent. Ms. Keaton won an

Academy Award for her perfonnance in "Annie Hall," played Al
Pacino's wife in "The Godfather,"
and has starred in Woody Allen's
"Play It Again, Sam," "Sleeper,"
"Love and Death," "Interiors," and
"Manhattan." She recenUy starred
in "Reds," co-starring arxi directed
by Warren Beatty, for which she
received another Academy Award
nomination.
A Warner Bros. release of a Pan
Arts Production, "The Little
Drummer Girl" was directed by
George Roy Hill and produced by
Robert Crawford with Pat Kelley
s8'ving as executive producer.
Shot on location over a four-month
production schedule, "The Uttle
Drummer Girl" was filmed on the
island of Mykonos and the Acropolis
in Athens, ( where no movie company had filmed for over 2D years)
and on the West Bank of Israelioccupied territory, where a
Palestinian refugee camp was
constructed and destroyed. Additional location sites included the
outskirts of London and Munich.
The director Hill and his
production team, a specific goal
united cast and crew, transcending
international borders, language
differences and individual political
philosophies. Together, the filmmakers set out to capture what 1be
New York Times Book Review has
defined as "the most mature, inventive and powerful book about. .
.intelligence work and espionage
(and) merely the vehicle for a book
about love, anomie, cruelty,
determination and love of CO\D'ltry."

,,,,,,,.
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CROSS

P.UZZLE

WORD

ACROSS

1 Also
4 Equally

6 Babylonian hero
11 Swatted
13 Mediterranean
vessels
15 Near
16 Chore
18 Mother of
Apollo
19 Fish eggs
21 Aroma

22
23
26
29
31
33

Revised : abbr.
Kind oLfabric
Weight of lndla
Pronoun
Send forth
Symbol for
xenon
34 Maiden loved by
Zeus
35 Anger

38 Slender finial
39 Italy: abbr.

DOWN
1 Former Russian
ruler

36 Quarrel
37 Fastidiously

2 Mr. Preminger

tasteful
42 Country of Asia
44 Skill
46 Rugged
mountain
crest
48 Test
49 Barrier
51 Stupefy
54 Name for
Athena
55 Title of respect
56 Reverse: abbr.
57 Soak
59 Teuton ic deity
62 Note of scale
64 G .I., e.g.

3 Either's partner
4 Performer
5 Slides
6 Most remote

7 Symbol for
tellurium
8 Competent
9 Wants
10 Perform
12 As above
14 Therefore
17 Indicate
20 Female sheep
24 Leave out
25 Plunge
27 Way out
28 Nerve ne1work
29 Current
30 Cry of owl
32 Tempo

40 Fulfill
41 Tax
43 Partner
45 Greek letter
47 Atmospheric
conditions

50 Rupees: abbr.

52 Blood
53 Hindu cymbals
56 Allowance for
waste

58 Whisper

60 Note of scale
61 Comeback
63 Concurred
65 Doctrine
66 French article
67 A month
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"Our Best Sale
This Fall ... The
Savings Are
Tremendous!"

INCREDIBLE KITCHIN'S
PBJ-IAM PIAZA • JACKSONVlllE
OPEN MON.-SAT.10AM'TIL6 PM
Junior
Basic Sweaters
Values
$18to$20

7 88
•

l..a'ge Group Of Longsleeve, Populw V-Neck & Crew Neck Styles In
M111y, M111y Colors. S-M & L.

Junior Blouses

5.88

Reg. $13

.- 1

J

--

One Group Longsleeve Blouses. Slight Imperfects In Stripes & Plaids
With White Colar & Cuff.

JR. FASHION
CREW SOCKS

ONLY

1. 99 PR.

Jr. Indian Cotton Separates

Choose from assorted patterns of hearts,
bows, dots, stripes & more.

~~

1st

50 % OFF

1st Quaity Tops, Skits, Crop Paits & More.

Ladie
Fall Dres
Reg.

$2519

One group of one &
dresses, short & long
some jacket dresses..
$35 to $40

Ladies'
Early Fall Dr
Reg. $25 to $60

½

One group of First Quality
~ Slight Imperfects. In Fall's
Styles.

L~dies' All Leather Casual
Reg. $27

19 ■ 8 8

All First Quality with Leather Uppers
& Soles. Cushioned Insoles, Also.
Ladies' 6 112-9N & 5 112-1 OM

THE CHANTICLEER
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(Better Hurry!lj

Men's Fall
Sportcoats
Reg. 5 60

39 ■ 88

Famous Maker Group In Great
Fall Colors. 100% Polyester. If
Perfect 580 ...

Pants to Match 12.88

Rag Wool
Sweaters
Only

16.99

Great Selection With Values 536
to 540 If Perfect.

Men's LEE®
Jeans

,itt14.88
First Quality Group, 100% Cotton. Guaranteed LO'Nest Price!

Fashion Sashes

3.99

One group of First Quality
Double Wrap Styles In Stripes
And Solids.

Men's Silk
Ties

4.99
OR

3/$13

New Shipment With Values 513
to s37 If Perfect.

Styles
Similar
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FEATURES
Talladega National forest: escape frOm campus
BY JAN DICKINSON
1,'here's plenty of places off
JSllPUS where students may go to
eetaway from the grind of studying.
lbe ,problem with most of those
jUCeS is 1hat it takes cash - that
jl'ecious commodity - to fill out the
weekend, But there is one place
where students can go that is not
Mly entertaining but virtually free
ti charge. All it takes is a car and a
willing spirit.
Nestled between the Brymer and
Rattlesnake Mountains is one of thi!
area'a prettiest rea-eation areas,
Ille Qloccolocco Game Management
Area. Less than 15 miles away, this
11,000 acre area is under the
management of the Shoal Creek
Dmsion,of ~ Talladega .National
Forest. The area contains
major lakes: Coleman, Sweetwater,
~ Highrock. Meandering across
Ille land between these lakes is Shoal
O'eek. From all this water comes
~ of the best fishing around, with
the red-eye bass being the specialty.
Pro~ve fishermen need only a
111late ~ g permit and a litUe luck
to pull some of these beauties from

three

With fall weather quickly ~pproaching, many people love to
drive through the woods on a sunny
weekend just to view the changing
colors. Besides the attractions that
Nature has provided, a bit of history
is tucked away for visitors to seek.
Shoal Creek Church, a hand hewn
log building over 100 years old, is
still used once a year for a
'HOD)ecoming' by local residents
and descendents of the original
church founders. Usually near ,the
Labor Day weekend, a Sacred Heart
singing and dinner-on-th~rounds is
Sylacauga, over 100 miles. The held, with visitors .11eadily
name of the trail comes from the welcomed. When not in use, visitors
Indian word pinhoti (pronounced find the church quieUy awaiting
pin-ho-tee), meaning turkey. Not another sermon; its creaking rafters
only does the trail connect developed and tin roof the only noise in the
recreational sites with each other, silent woods.
No matter what the reason is,
but many backpacking enthuseists
may hike and camp overnight along getting away to the forest with
friends
for even a day can prove to
the trail, using the trail shelters
whenever available. The only be very relaxing. And the noise level
restriction imposed upon back- doesn't have to be over 56 dedbela
packers is that they must obtain a for students to have fun. For furpermit for primative camping ther information on the Shoal Creek
during the hunting seasons from the District, contact the U.S.· Forest
District Ranger, whose office is in Service, 450 Highway 46, Heflin, AL
36264 or call ~2272.
Heflin, Alabama.

GIVE AHOOT.

DON'T POLLUTE

the la)cpq __
Besides fishing, other activities
that week-Elld visitors may enjoy
are picnicking, hiking, swimming,
and camping. The two developed
recreational sites that most visitors
would enjoy are Pine Glen and
Coleman Lake. Facilities for picnicking and overnight camping are
available at both loeati9ns, including bathhouses and coojdng
grills. A small fee is ,;equired,
~ Y $1.00 for picnicking, to cover
the cost of maintenence. Additionally, Coleman Lake offers a
,swimming area complete with a

sandy beach and a sanitary dwnping
station for those who prefer to
'rough it' in camping trailers.

Use fees are
mininal at Forest
Cri'ss-crossing the forest and
connecting the recreational areas is
the IKl mile long Pinhoti Trail.
Started in the mid-seventies by the
Youth Conservation Corps and the
Departme.,t of Agriculture, it will
ooe day nm from Piedmont to

1184

0.~ ~ Y~r Favorite T~m Thfi Fall Wearing A Boid Navy And Plum
Pla.d Skirt, With A Matching Plum Bib Front Blouse, All From Mandy.

Skirt

Blouse

OpenQ-6
ffion, - Sat,

Reg. Price
s2400

SALE
PRrCt

Reg.Price
s2400

SALE
PRICE

s 1999

s1999
Hwy. 21, 4 ffilles
South Of Jacksonville
435:-9.0 4~.- . •. .. . .
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Chanticleer
50th
Anniversary
Reception ...
Acquaintances,
Memories,

Mr. md Mn. David &lea eaJGY a qale& moment wHb
111e1r daagbter Welldy (letl) •d naff member Martba .
IUldl (rlpt).

m

Reunions, and
Fellowship

SGA Vice • President Renee Lapa discusses matters with Dean Mfrfam
Higginbotham.

Photos by Allison Clark

Former edltors Tim Strickland and Veronica Pike
Kennedy (right) pose with current editors Greg Spoon
and Steve Camp (left).

THE CHANTICLE~
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Dr. Theron Montgomery (third from left) talb to the
former editors and the university photographer.

Opal R. Lovett, left, the hardest working member of "the staff'' for
many years, tdes time out to nmnber a roll of film from wife Opll.

Dr. Clyde Cox, left, and Mn. ()pll A. Lovett, right,
talk to Mn. Kay Roberson, who recently retired from
the English Department.

tbanUcleer staff members include (left to right)
David Strickland, Kim Maddox, Steve Camp, Martha

Ritch, Jamie Strickland, Melinda Gallahar, Wendy
Eden and Greg Spoon.

David Eden and Tim Strickland enjoy brief visit during reception.

Page 20
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ORGANIZATIONS
Scabbard and Blade: the making of a leader
The National Society of Scabbard
and Blade ( a military honor society)
is dedicated to raising the standards
of military education in American
t!o1leges and universities. Over
UQ,OO!i' student cadets are actively
0-olved in the more than 200
chapters
nationwide.
The
Jacksonville State University
¢lapter, Company B of the 9th
Regiment;· is IX°Oud of its accomplishments sinced it received its
charter from the National Society in
January of 1950.
"The desire to attain a status of
military excellence is the primary
goal of every Blade member,"
stated Executive Officer Joel
Williams. "Membership in the Blade
1X"Ovides cadets with excellent opportuni ties to further their
developement into better and more
efficient officers."
Blade members will benefit from
their membership throughout their
career as military officers. The
experience gained in leadership
practice and committee work better
1X"epares a newly commissioned
officer for the work that lies ahead
upon entering active duty.

Members of Scabbard and Blade
are tasked with consistently
upholding the high standards of the
society. Blade members are expected to be of good moral
character, loyal to the aims of the
Society, and dedicated to the advancement of the Blade.
Blade members are all advanced
course ROTC cadets, selected for
the life-time membership by
nomination. Members must be in
good academic standing overall, and
in Mllitary Science, and must
achieve an above average score on
the Army Physical Readiness Test
(APRT) . When asked why he
wanted to be considered for membership in the Blade, Cadet Major
Robert Brown replied, "The experience of a successful and important organization such as
Scabbard and Blade will add to the
knowledge gained from my military
science classes and give me a better Cadet Ueutenant Colonel Kevin Lee
opportunity to practice what I've
learned in leadership skills." petency in leadership. JSU ScabMembers of the Blade are bard and Blade works for the adchallenged to meet the tough vancement of the aims of the
requirements that serve to build National Society by uniting in closer
character, excellence, and com- relationship cadets and their

BCM, a place of excitement
By TIM WHITMIRE

Many students have prombly walked by the Baptist
Campus Ministry, located between Brewer and Martin
Hall, on their way to class and have asked themselves
those questiom; "What is that place? Wllat kind of
people go there? What do people do in there, Is that
some kind of administration building, or what?"Perbaps
the next few paragraphs can shed some light on your
questions and curiosities.
The Baptist Campus Ministry is a Christian social
organization that provides an atmosphere for developing
long-lasting friendships with students from all walks of
life. Just because the BCM is a ministry, some people
havetbenotion that the prerequisite for membership is
that everyone involved must be a "saint:• This is clearly
not so.
The BCM is a place where students can .. .find soil for
Olristian growth, search and find direction in life, look
at contemporary issues with other students to develop
maturity and responsibility and have a place to share
concerm, -problems, and rewards with other students
that are making their way in college.

The BCM does not have any special requirements for
students who would like become involved. All that is
necessary is to come to some of the organized functions
that BCM offers or merely stop in between classes and
meet some of the people who come around. The BCM is a
place for building relationships. It is not an organization
in which to sign up fort.he semester or pay dues. All there
basically is involved in taking part is building
relationships through learning; playing, and exploring
the Christian faith.
The BCM offers many scheduled activities for
students to get involved in. "Celebration" is an informal
creative worship service held on Tuesday nights at 7:00
p.m. which gives students ari dpportunity to worship
with each other and to grow closer to fellow students as
well. For commuters, a luncheOI) is served at 11: 15 mil
12: 15 Wednesdays at the BCM building. The cost is only
2 dollars:- Take part also in the Bible studies held 'on
Thursday evenihgs at 6:00 enabling students to increase
spiritual growth and Biblical knowledge.
Come try BCM; see for yourself the excitement and
warmth of being a part of this outstanding ~rganization.

Re-entry ha~d~ook available
A series of activities for Re-Entry
students has been planned for the
remainder of the fall semester. Now
meetings at th~)iooper Cafeteria
Rill be held Wednesday , October 24,
Thursday, November 8, and Monday, November 19. These are informal gatherings anytime between
11:30 and 1:30 which will provide an
>pportunity for older students to
neet other older studeqts. Look for
he Re-Entry students sign.
Two Study Skills Workshop will be
ield for students whose study skills
ire rusty. These will be Thursday,
)ctober . 25, and Wednesday,
~ovember 14. Both sessions will be

held from 3:30 - 5:00 in Room 327 of
the Stone Center. The workshop will
deal with such areas as mw to take
mtes,how to study for a test,how to
budget time.
For those students who are having
difficulty dealing with stress of
balancing children, homemaking,
and or a career with classes (and,
indeed, who would not?), two stress
managementworkshipswill be_held.
These will be Tuesday, Ocotber 30,
2:30- 3:30, and Wednesday, October
31, 2:00 - 3:00. Both sessions will be
held in 201 Romana Wood and are
conducted by the Career Development and Counseling Service.

.,.~.·-L••·•·- ·.:... . ... . . . ...·.•:.':. .....~.·. . ~•-• ••

A handbook especially designed
for Re-Entry students has been
irepared,anct is available at all offices on the lower Door ,of BibbGraves. For further information
about any of the activities contact
Dr. Mary Martha Thomas,
Department History,~ Stone
Center or Dr. Claudia McDade,
Center of Individualize Instruction,
Room 311, Bibb-Graves. The
number of Re-Entry students is
increasing every year. This fall 1300
students are older than the
tradit10nal college-age students.
Students are urged to check JSU
Boxes for copy of events .

l . " ., . .'.'.,d.:t,_• . ; ..... ~ ....... .

military department. The Blade also
encourages and~rs the essental
qualities required of good and efficient officers, and promotes
friendship among the cadets. In
workig toward the fulfillment of
these goals, JSU Blade members
realize that military service should
be performed willingly, cheerfully,
and wholeheartedly.
Although he is not a member of
Scabbard and Blade, Cadet Colonel
Greg Foster, Cadet Brigade Commander, has pledged his support for
Scabbard and Blade. "The principles upon which Sabbard and
Blade stand are admirable and
worthy of support from the entire
Cadet Brigade," stated Foster.
A prlIIlary mission of Scabbard
and Blade is sa-vice to the community. The Blade provides fund.
raising support and many hours of
manpower to organizations such as
the American Heart Association.
Last year, the Blade was actively
involved in the · Heart Association
annual lOK Run, Jump Rope for
Heart, and mannj.ng road blocks for
contributions in the streets of
Jacksonville.

JSU Blade members have alll
participated in numerous special
projects such as visiting a local
nursing home at Christmas to sing
carols, spending a day working al
the Big Oak Boys Ranch, assisting
the American Red Cross in their
biannual Blood Drives and working
for the City of Jacksonville on a
beautification ptoject on the city
square.
According to Project Officer Mike
Richardson, " We're proud of oqr
"()iist,acco~~enui ~ Wil're
looking·: fo · ! to the upcoming
year and perhaps bettering all of our
previous efforts. In the upcoming
year, Scabbard and Blade is
discussing the possibilities of
working with the Veterans Administration, the American Cancer
Society, the American Red Cros.,,
and of course, the Heart Association.
Blade members are dedicated to
the principles which make for effective and efficient leadership:
pride, knowledge, integrity, loyality,
done, regardless of the task.
(See ROTC, Page 21)

Campus activities
Miss Jabberwock

Every soror gained more awareness
of the sorority. Sorors from
Alabama and Mississippi evaluated
the Area III a cluster, along with
rece1vmg a certificate of commendable attendance . Special
recognition goes to soror Brenda
Hale for receiving a plaque. She was
the recorder of the Black Family
Workshop and did a beautiful jOb.
Mixing and mingling with different
sorors helped enhance the sisterly
occasion.
The graduate chapter of Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority Inc., in Anniston presented a beautiful bouquet
Of flowers during the cluster.

By MATl'IE KIRBY
Miss Jabberwock of 1984 will be
crowned Saturday, October Tl, 1984
at 6:00 p.m. at the Leone Cole
Auditorium, Jacksonville State
University. The crowning will take
place during a dinner theater
featuring the musical "Purlie." The
musical had a successful run at
JSU in 1982 during Black History
Month but has been revived for the
Anniston Alumnae and Kappa Deta
Chapters of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Inc. The musical, directed
by Mrs. Pearl Williams, focuses on
the "new-fangled" preacherman,
Purlie Victorious Judson, and his
archenemy, Ol' Cap'n Cotchipee.
Tickets are $15 each and $25 a
Alpha Tau Omega announces Arny
couple.
Chastaine as the winner of AID
raffle ticket contest. Amy won a gift
certificate from Craven's Clothing
Store.
Alan Fletcher, was elected as Vice
President of the lnterfraternity
By Franchettt canon

Alpha Tau Omega

AlphaKappaAlpha
The Alpha Kappa Alpha sorrors
are selling raffle tickets. Try your
luck and take a chance on a raffle
ticket: 1st Prize $50.00, 2nd Prize
$25.00 and 3rd Prize a case of sodas.
Contact any soror for purchasing a
raffle ticket. Don't be afraid to
"Press your Luck, because you may
be the one to win the bucks.
Sorors had a very special privilege
meeting with the Southeastern
Regional Director Soror Ester
Rigby on October 12, Friday
Evening at the Holiday Inn-Oxford.
The graduate chapter in Anniston
anti· the- • ~ampus chapter joined
forces and hosted the Southeastern
Area III a cluster on Saturday,
October 13. The cluster consisten nf
several workshops on enlightenment
ot Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc.

Council.

Twenty-one young men pledged
ATO during rush. They are Bill
Akin, Mike Allen, Chris Barnett,
Wally Butt, Chad Cowie, Benny
Deshotel (Pledge President), Dan
Doggets, Mike Fisher, Jerry Ford,
Jeff Gambrel, Tim Gambrel, Donnie
Higdon, Gary Kelson, Tommy Lee,
Jess Morris, Rod Morris, Mike
Sargent, Jeff Tucker, Scott Watson,
Bill White, and Doug Williams.

Omicron Delta
By MICIIELLE_ BASHAM
and CARRY R. BRAGUE
Omicron Delta Kappa would like
to offer congratulations to the 1984
Fall initiates
(See C~f,!S, Page.21)
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(Continued from Page 20)

'Ibey are: Vickie Anderson, Greg
lilliams, Renda Wade,, Melinda
Trammell Randall Roland, John
mt, Ross Perry, Corrina Patzchk,
Jeff McKerley, David W. Lewis,
Siena Kinney, Kerry T. Kelley,
Sandra Kay Griffith, Javella Gray,
Lewis A. Goggans, Michael B.
French, Corrados Morollas, and
IJri Bridges.
The initation date is SWlday,
lktOber 28, 1984 at 8:oo p.m. at the

B.C.M.

A.S.A.P.
The American Society of Permiel Administrators will have a
membership drive on October 21.
MY member who bring two (2)
potential members that meet
membership requirements will
rem.ve a Jacksonville State jacket
!k!nated by Chalk Line Inc. of Anniston.
Mr. Herbie Clark, the Human
Resources Manager of Tapecraft,
will be the speaker. The topic is
EEDC laws. The meeting is at 7: 30
pm. in room 219MB on October 21.
All management majors and minors
are invited.

YOUNG DEMOCRATS will hold

Lambda Alpha .
PSA, Lambda Alpha Epsilon
(American
Criminal
Justice
Association) will have a meeting
October 22, at 6:30 p.m. in Room 141
Brewer Hall. The guest speaker will
be Joe Hubbard, Asst. District Attorney, 7th Judicial Circuit
(Calhoun, Cleburne Counties),
speaking on the death penalty.
For questions contact J. Spencer,
43:>-8.199.

an Organizational Meeting tonight.
October 18th at 6:00 p.m.

3rd floor of. the

Career Day
The Nurses' Career Day will be
Monday, November 19, from 10-12.
Representatives from hospitals
throughOut Alabama, some parts of
Georgia and Florida will set up their
mdividual displays in the Wallace
Building.
Betty Medley of the nursing
department explained,
''The
representatives inform the student
nurses as to what their particular
hospital has t.o offer in the way of
employment, fringe benefits and
general information."
The event will be in Room 247
A&B.

ROTC·---------Pa~e

ceontlnued from
~cation, and a commitment to
eicellence. The attitude of Blade
members this year, concerning all
aspects of Scabbard and Blade
,:t1vities, is best expressed by
Blade 1st Sergeant Michael Johnson,
"A total commitment to a job well

20)

Scabbard and Blade recently
announced its Cham of Command
for SY 84-85. Blade Commander is
Kevin Lee; Executive Officer, Joel
Williams; Treasurer, Ellen Mains;
and First Sergeant is Michael
Johnson .

Theron Montgomery Building
The agendafcr tooiglt: will include
1. speakers

2. elections of officers
3. planning other activites
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Silkscreened Sportswear?

International House
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♦

♦

:

Open House

♦♦

Wednesday, Oct. 24th

♦

♦
♦

♦
••
♦
♦

♦

From the creative imagination
of Bill Adams in our new
'American Desig.o' studio to the
skilled printing Linny Burgess
you cans we're your b st buy!
We also fashion terrific t am
uniforms and fraternity ls rarity
jers ys that do you prou· I

♦

Call Jim Stephenson at 2 7-6986
or Bill in th studio at 23].-0938.

: from 7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. :
♦

♦

: All students are invited
♦
:
♦
♦

Free refreshments

FM100

i
♦

....

\••···············
MAYTAG
WHMA
LAUNDRY
1390
----WHMA
Corner Of
Church St. &
Francis Ave.

Part Time Attendant
O.Dut]'.

COSTBUSTERS! ·

at B&S Sporting Goods

♦

of

WE AIN'T 'FRAID
0 COMPETITIO

SPORTING GOODS

TROPHIES

227 S. Quintard Ave. Anniston, Al. 36201
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Wounded Jax State faces UNA
I

By STEVE CAMP
··we are gorng to have to struggle
and trnd a wav to Will," savs Jax
State head co~ch Joe Hollii when
asked about ' the Gamecocks· upconung battle with rival :S-orth
Alabama. The two teams will square
ott on the tloor of Paul Snow Stadlum
this Saturday night•ID a Gulf South
Conterence battle .
Home b.eld advantage usually 1s a
posltlve asset tor a team. but
Jacksonville has been less than
overpowerrng at hOme this season.
Looking at the record. they would be
better oft It they played every game
on the road . They are 2-0-1 away
trom home .
1n tact . they have won but once rn
Jacksonville. that · being a 24-15
edgmg ot West Georgia. The other
patr ot .home games have been
lopsided losses to :-.1.iddle Tennessee
State 1 27-12 1and MlsS1SS1pp1 College
28--0 1.
The Llons of North Alabama
began the season as the conference
cvaches· unarumous choice to repeat
as the Gulf South champions. But
tunes. and opU11ons, have changed.
"L"); A has had problems, " says
Hollls . " They·ve got miury
pro bl ems and l understand they
suspended a couple of players last
week .
.. I know they have talent . They
have got s1Ze and skill .'' Boy, do they
I
ever .
Defense 1s the name of the game
tor the Lions . They have 19 returning
lettermen and nIDe starters tram a
year ago on the defending side of the
ball .
All-GSC tackle Dean Sanders ( 6-5,
250 lbs. 1 heads a defensive front line
that could play with anyone. '.'.'he
umt. along with Sanders, includ:!s
Billy Witt , 6-6, 235 lbs. 1, Alan Underwood 1 6-3, 265 lbs. 1 and M1ke
~larks 1 6-6, 265 lbs. 1.
With so much beef up front, it is no
wonder :\orth Alabama 1s v1rtually
unposs1ble to run agaIDst . The oppoS1tion has managed an average of
only 66 yards a game on the grotrnd
and the Lions have surrendered o nly
two rushing touchdov.11s thus far m
the season .

•KObertl

Assistant coach Eddie Garfinkle gives the defense some off-the-field instruction. The battered Red Bandits will have to tighten ut, against North
Alabama.

U~A ttelds a defensive secondary
as unpress1ve as their front. Little
All-American candidate Darryl
Smith 16--0, 195 ) heads a group of
detens1ve backs who have speed to
burn . They allow less than 150 yards
through the air per contest.
1n au , the Lions give the opposing
ottense very little. North Alabama
detenders have given up only seven
TD 's m the ttrst six games of the
season.
Ottens1vely, • lI'.'-A lS not spectacular or t1ashy. With 20 returning
lettermen, they average nearly 300

yards and over 22 points per game in
a very basic attack.
On the other sideline, Jax State
will be hurting, literally. Stated
Hollls Monday, "We are a bummed
up and battered football team. I'm
not singing the blues, I'm just
talking straight facts."
The hrst SIX battles of the season
have taken a severe toll on the depth
ot the Gamecocks, no doubt about it.
According to coaches, one of the
buses taken to Delta State last
weekend made the return trip as a
h0sp1tal truck. lt contained nothing

Gamecocks top Statesmen

but injured players while the other
bus carried those who were still
healthy.
Two key players will definitely
rruss Saturday's game. Defensive
tackle Ronnie Hubbard suffered a
knee injury and was operated on last
Tuesday morning. He won't be back
until next fall .
Scott Ke1ling ( offensive guard)
remains hampered by a leg injury.
He is currently on crutches and is
llsted as " probable ". But Hollis says
1t 1s very unlikely he will see action

by a feather

It was almost llke a history reenactment Saturday night m l1eveland,
~'t.atesmen dropped to 3-2-1, but they stand at 1-1-1 in Gulf South Conference
:-.1.lss1ss1pp1 tor the Jacksonville State Gamecocks. They used the passing play.
attack as thetr principle weapon against Delta State as they scored four .
Stat1st1cally, 1t was not a pretty sight for Jax State. They were beaten in
touchdowns.
nearly ever department by their hosts.
Best ot all, they won. for all of this, Jim Fuller, Ed Lett, and a host of
others would have been proud.
But tunes, as well as faces, have changed . This is a Joe Hollis team that
won 27-26 . A team W1th a whole new approach to football as opposed to the
past .
According to head coach Hollis, the win wasn't a picture of beauty, but
the Gamecocks W11l gladly take it . It is by far the best effort of the season
tor the young Jax State squad, for they overcame several obstacles in - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - achJe,,,1ng their victor y.
But tootball games are not aec1C1ed on stat sheets.
The Wlil brought Jacksonvtlle to a 3-2-1 mark on the season . More imThe Statesmen piled up 434 total yards on the night: 218 on the ground
portant, they are J-1 m the conference and still alive in the race. The
(See DELTA, Page 26)

'It was a team effort. Everyone
contributed. We dressed 51 players
d
d 49 , -head coach.Joe Hollisan USe
•

this week.
The rushing attack of the
Gamecocks has pulled a vanishing
act. Jacksonville has totaled an
embarrassing 63 yards in the past
two games combined.
Says a concerned Joe Hollis, "We
have got to start running the football
better than we have. We can't have
an adequate throwing game without
lt.
"If they are able to bring five men
up on the line and stop the run, then
they can put seven in the defensive
secondary and shut us down completely. We have to establish a
running attack, no doubt about it."
Head coach Wayne Grubb has
successfully built a strong program
since coming to North Alabama. In
his seven previous seasons in
Florence, the Lions have piled up a
54-20-2 overall record.
Many don't give the Gamecocks a
chance in this one . But who thought
they would have come this far this
season'! "We're 3-1 in the conference," says Hollis, "and if we lay
1t on the line four more times this
season, who knows what will happen."

Look for Jacksonville State to
keep the crowd in the stands until
the end of the games this Saturday
rught.
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1984-85 Jax St. basketball

m the stands

m·en·rrriak·e
~ ·1ecasts mo·re

-~OIOr

OPPONENT

Dl\TE

.

.

-cin black-ri-Whif8
Umeyoasitandseaa ball gameon television or liaten to one on tbe
youbeartbevoices otpeopl,e giving you vast amounts Of in!Qrmation
t~mingwhat isgt)ing<111inthe conteat. These men are what
ift the lroadcast field P "color JllflD.0
1he lead announcer verbally illustrates the action. it is the color
~ job to come up with additiOnel lnfOnna\ion to kf:leP the brOadcast
lOr the audience.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~~~~~~~~~~!!!!!!!~~~!!!!!!!!I

Armstrong Stat e Tournament

Savannah, GA

Nov. 30- Dec. 1

Torn Roberson Classic

Jacksonville

Dec. 3, 1984
Dec. 8, 1984

Aub urn Universit y -Montgome ry
Valdo s ta Stat e

Jllontgom< c3~
Valdosta, GA

DPC.

10, 1984

Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan .
Jan.

15, 1984
2,

1985

5 , 1985
7, 1985
12, 1985
14, 1985
17, 1985

Steve Ccimp
Co-Editor-In-Chief

Jan. 28, 1985
Feb. 2, 1985

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
. . men come in all tbapes.
lilea. and :(W'om many different
Feb,
IMP* ~aretnose wbowere.tormer ,Player8-.,dbtlftuluallle
fnllght to gl~ 'l'beJe ar• lhe gu,s weh.u Tom
in Feb.
aod klin Olien in football.
lldOllenareprotabl)rthebestiatbe field on tbelr ~ . - , t . Feb.
•beerloa~hUlln~ffl«Yatuatloopoalllealllllblll Feb.
IPffitlffll'alyunmthetratdHltonlhelridb'On,

colnrs.

a....

manageroverwhat~duringtbeit'dayain Baltlan-e.
be ,did color for CBS•• NBA
telecasts. ButheandGacyBender Often-got into~,eeing
eeald come up with the most humOrous one,.Unm, Trouble wu, they
be the only ones laughing.

SITE

Nov. 23-21, 1984

Jan. 19, 1985
Jan. 21, 1985
Jan. 26, 1985

,._.Js~eJ:Ceptb'wlMIBMlsmatdledwitbEarl
• otlffl Palmer geta side tracMd 11\friendly arprnenta "1tb bi,

rage~

4,
7,
9,
16,
18 1

1985
1985
1985
1985
1985

23, 1985
28- Mar. 2
Mar. 7-9, 1985
Mar. 15-16, 1985

Troy State
Armstrong State
Athens State
North Alabama
UT-Martin
Valdosta State
Troy State
West Georgia
Delta State
hlississippi College
Mississippi College
Delta State
Auburn University-Montgomery
Athens State
West Georgia
Livingston
UT-Martin
North Alabama

Troy
Jack s on·, :i:lle
Athens
Jack s onville
Jacksonville
Jacksonville
Jac:ksonville
Jacksonville
Clevland, MS
Clinton, MS
Jacksonville
Ja.cksorville
Jadrnonville
Jacksonville

Carrolloton,
Livingston
Martin, TN
Florence
I,ivingston
Jac ksonville
GSC TOURNAMENT
TBA
NCAA DIVISION II REGIONALS
TBA
NCAA DIVISION II QUARTERFINALS TBA

S lblSlel's. ~ was superb -when

111M Earl Weaver does baseball. tile eonversation llips off the SUbject

tly. While Weaver and play-by..play ~ Al Michaela discus,
or not Weaver will g« back into ba11e'bal"4 players rip around the
make diving catches. andstag-eslug fest.son thefieltl,
Jllla, gotten almost as bad on Monday Ni,iht Football O.J. and ''Dandy
" ramble off on old war 11tories concerning their playing days while
lsin pr<>grea Then.Frank Gifford has to jump in and try eatcbing the
· ce up on the fabulous 80-yard run that took place wblle bis coonblew tbeir own horns.

JJ.f£r relieving Russel, CBS began using unemp~d · NBA coaches to do
• But the viewers soon caught on and Opinion. of these g1JY$ wa,
; "Jftbeykn.ow so much, why don't the jerks have Jobe now?"
111enyou have tboae who never played any sport but tcy to fake it all the
One such person is John sterling who worb for WTBS in Atlanta,
'I race it, sterlng_ia a clown and be Often haa the audience wondering
' whl> broadcasttrs will let comtntllrtate these days. He will gO into long
aplaining a concept of a particular sport dUring a game- that an 1conslden common knowledge.
tpod case in pointwaa a Braves bueball game 1ut July when pit.cher
p.,.cameto bat 1rith-nmneraonfirst and second and no.outa. To
-. • .-,..... commented, "Don'tbtat.UsurpiledifJoeTorre bas Perez

here.'~

Olsell ii anofbet who fit8 Uni mokl perf«tly. Enough bas been
abollt Uu lawyer-tined-llpOrtacas, ao tbe:re,js no need to go idt.O
1bank goodnesl they've round • "ay to dn'k him away ~ a

there a r e ~ coiniaJ in Ibis dais, there still remain a few
~ Of 1hote endangered fe1r, the best is probably Skip
• He is the master at keeping the audience int.erested 1n a coatest ,
ls a complete W.O\f..out, and•~ not. He'a bad plenty of experience
Atlanta wiUl the Braves and Hawks over thtput several ye....,
er all the color men ill tbe industry, meve Stone ia the man I have the
sympathy for. He ii forced to work "1th the round mound of sound,
c,m,y. During Cubs baseball game., head announcer C&rey baa a
to ovtrinQQlge in his favorite pr()Cillct diltrlbuted by Anheiler-

impairing his alre.ady auspect ability,
'lbat leaves Stone virtually by himself to pick up the slack.
, But whether they are good or bad, color men are a vital port.ion of any
telecast. If it were not for them, hOw would we ever find out that
Alzado was butting fwJ )lead against tbe drink machine ill the locker
belore the start oftbe game?
· .

Action
TU
Ltt us htlp you tstabDsh your trtdlt
JSU studtnts rtttlut 1st wtrh for •5.00·
on any TU, Sttrto, AppDantr
with this ad.

Uidto Mouits - '1.50 a Nitht.
TU's

Sttrto's
UCR's

Dorm Slzt Rtfrlgtrators
Rtfrlttrators
Washtr/Drytr

Anion TU & Appllantt
Rtntals
Colltgt Ctnttr 435-3444

(atross from Mt Donalds)
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***** OPEN 24 HOURS

SEVEN DAYS A WEEK*****

WE WELCOME STUDENT CHECK CASHING
DELI AND BAKERY - -OPEN 24 HOURS
CATER FRATERNITY & SORORITY PARTIES
Located On Pelham Road In Front Of Burger King PHONE 435-6521
RC Cola 89¢

2Liter

Ground Beef 89¢

LB.

WholeFryers47¢

LB.

Bryan Bologna 99 ¢ s oz.
Medium Eggs 49¢

Dozen

Milk (Dairyland) s1. 9 9
Carrots 4 /100

1 LB.

Yellow Onions 59¢
Russets Potatoes 99¢

3LB.

Gallon

Cost 17e
Cost46e

lOLB. Cost97e

Bread & Hamburger & Hotdog Buns

2 / 1.09

$100 Cash Drawing
Each Saturday At 6:00 P.M.
NO Registration
Get Ticket Each Time You Visit The Store

On Satudray December 8,
Drawing Will Be For $500
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'ville linksters climb
he ladder in Hart lnvi.
By JODY KERN
CUILMAN, AL.- The Jacksonlille State University golf team
iuced third in the Hart Invitational
Golf Tournement held in Cullinan
lat weekend. The sixteen-team
event ronsisted of three rounds.
Friday's first round finished with
Troy State, 1984 National Champons, in first place with a team
irOke count of 290. North Alabama
nl Montevallo were tied for second
litb a 295 total. Auburn had a 297 for
IJurth place, Huntingdon in fifth
with a 301, and Jax State rounding
• the top six with a 302.
In Saturday's action, Auburn shot
118 to put them in the top spot with

a 585 following the second ro\Dld.
Montevallo was still holding onto
second place with a 588, Troy State
fell to third with a 592, Jacksonville
State moved up two places to fourth
with a 596, Huntingdon College
remained in fifth with fHl, and UNA
held fifth with a 604.
Sunday's third and final ro\Dld of
the Hart Invitational was good for
the Gamecocks. They shot the
second best score of the day, 299,
behind Auburn's 298. This moved
Jax State to a third place tournament finish with an 895. Auburn
won the invitational with an 883.
Montevallo controlled second place
with an 889, Troy finished fourth
with an 897, Huntington College was
fifth with 904, and North Alabama
remained in sixth with a 925.
JSU's Jimmy Reist,. from
Decatw::, A1abama, 'was named to
the All-Tournament team. In the
final round, Reist shot a two under
par 70. He completed the tournament
with a 218 and a second place tie.
Other for Jacksonville State were
Blake Smith · with a 225, Craig
Stevens-228, Steve Talley-231, and
Kenny Davis with a 235.
'This tournament gave JSU · an
overall record of 28-3.
The
Gamecocks travel to Savannah,
Tennessee to play in the Pickwick
Classic on Manday and Tuesday.
The University of Tennessee at
Martin is the host team of the tournament and it will consist of 18
teams.

[

Photo by Alllsdn Clark
Martha Butler buries a spike for the Gamecocks against Miss. Univ. for women

Jax State ladies gain weekend split
By SHERI KENT
Georgia College; 15-4, 15-4, 12-15,l~
The Jacksonville State University 2. Jax State came back to the courts
Lady Gamecocks played their first fired up after the intermission with
home matches last Friday night determination on their faces. The
against two tough opponents.
Lady Gamecocks emerged from the
The first match, played against second match victorious.
They
:Mississippi University for Women, defeated West Georgia in three
ended in a loss for the Lady straight games; 1~, 1~7, 1~7.
Gamecocks. The scores for the three
The victory trought their overall
games were: 1~10, 15-9, 1~11.
record to ~. and 4--0 in the Gulf
The Lady Gamecocks then looked South Conference. "I was not real
on as Mississippi walloped West - satisfied with the first match, but

WELCOME

the second match was better overall.
There is quite a bit of work to be
<t>ne as far as general team work
and aggressiveness goes," said
Janice Creel, the Jacksonville State
University Women's Volleyball
Coach.
"The rest of our home
games are during the week {excluding Fridays) and I would like to
see more support for the team:•

so,,0

)

to 'JTLULerT,me :

Stat Tht Htll!" Out Of

U.N.A. PARTY

:lllrtJ,s

l/!I~

Tomorrow Night At

Q!rns.arnah@,
50f MIHtr High Lift & )jlr: Longnttks
75f LOwtnbrau Longntchs
7To Midnight

Listen To Tht Best Roch & Roll In Jachsonuillt.
50' lon1nrths
•
Htar!
50• Longntths
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No more money

Weekend Pigskin Pix

in T.V-. football
1By DAVID GAEDE ( CPS)-As the regular college
football season and a new era in televised college sports begin, many
campus officials are already complaining their programs are losing
money.
Thanks largely to a series of bitter lawsuits, battles with television
networks and, ultimately, the June_. 1984 U.S. Supreme Court de~on to let
individual schools and conferences negotiate their own TV contracts, tlie '
1984 season could start an era in which football superpowers permanenUy
eclipse the rest of the nation's programs, officials say.
Many already are urging a return to the old days of 1983.
"It's a disaster from an economic standpoint," laments Tom Hansen,
commissioner of the Pacific Athletic Conference (Pac 10), whose 10
members will gain little, if anything, from the new TV situation.
"It's obvious there isn't the money out there that there was last year,"
adds UCLA sports department spokesman Mark Dellins. "It will take
more appearances for less money to match last year!'
"It's caused the NCAA ( National Collegiate Athletic Asaoclation) and all
of us a big mess," agrees Jim Walden, head football coach at Washington
State University (WSU).
The "mess" arose from a 1982 lawsuit against the NCAA, which for 32
years liad negtiated TV contracts for all college football games.
. Two years ago the universities of Oklahoma and Georgia sued the
NCAA, claiming individual schools had the right to say when, where, _a nd
for what price their football teams will awear on TV.
The U.S. Supreme Court ruled in JlDle that the NCAA's exclusive control
over football TV ·r ights was, indeed, an illegal monopoly.
Now individual schools-or groups of schools like the Pac 10 and Big 10
conferences-frantically are negotiating their own deals with major networks, cable systems, and regional TV stations. And most observers fear
that when the dust finally settles few teams will be better off than under the
NCAA's voided TV plan.
(See TELEVJSIO~, Page Z7)

Favorite

Game
Georgia Tech
Michigan

vs.

Vanderbilt
Alabama
LSU

vs.

TENNESSEE

vs.

pick'em

Fla. by 14
Texas by 11

TEXAS

vs.

Georgia by 4

LSU by 3

FLORIDA

vs.

Br. Young

BYU by 7

AIR FORCE

Miami by 14

MIAMI

Boston Col.
Syracuse

GEORGIA

vs.

Auburn by 8
Michigan by 5

KENTUCKY

Cincinnati
Arkansas

AUBURN

IOWA

vs.

vs.

Pitt.

vs.

B.C. by 8

vs. WEST VIR.

vs.

PENN. STATE

**

Penn St. by 5

Home team in all caps**

Delta.----------..::=======---~~~~~~-<~ntlnued From Page 22)
and 216 via the arm of senior
1n the first portion of the game, it
quarterback Scott Butler.
w.as Jax State who produced all the.
Jacksonville totaled only 340 action.
·
yards. The running attack was
Following a Steve Walier inanything but admirable. The set- terception, it took Coffey and
backs ran up 83 yards, but quar- company but two plays to move the
terback sacks cut that number to a ball 55 yards for score. Thomas was
measley 36.
on the tail end of a 54-yard bomb and
The secret weapon of the Chris Hobbs added the PAT giving
Gamecocks was the pass - the long the Gamecocks a 7-0 lead barely into
pass in particular. David Coffey the second period.
connected on 13 of 23 passes, but his - - - - - - - - - - - - main contribution was bombs of 55,
54,and 57 yards, the latter two·going
for TD's.

'I told the guys at

The Jax State defense didn't play
their usual good game, but for obvious reasons. Injuries bad the Red
Bandit unit riddled.
The absence of Eddie Hill was
almost tragic because defensive
linemen Alvin Wright and Ronnie
Hubbard were hurt during the game.
Since only six defensive linemen
made the trip, Hollis admitted he
was near having to play offensive
linemen on defense.

The Offensive standout for Jax
State was wide receiver D.T.
Thomas. The junior from Armory,
Mississippi hauled in eight passes
for 169 yard, and one touchdown.
_The knife in the back of the
Statesmen was turnovers. A team
that had given the pig skin away but
twice in their first four games, Delta
State gave it to the Gamecocks 4
times dlll'ing the evening.
The contest was two-fold. While
one team darted up and down the
field, the other seemed to be nap-

png.

halfti,m that the
score wasn't going
to end at 21-14.

-Joe HollisDelta's next possession saw
Jacksonville's Troy Smith reco\'.er a
Statesmen fumble only 23 yards
from the end zone and the visitor!'!
were back in business. Four pla~
later, Hank Williams rumbled that
distance for the team's second TD

with 12:50 left in the half.
A few short minutes later. Coffey
connected with Monte Coats on a 'J7
yard strike giving the GAmecocks a
21-0 cushion.
.
But then the two squads switched
places. Delta boarded two TD's
cutting the margin to seven at the
half.
The second half began with
Jacksonville still in a state of
slumber. Delta State went 62 yards
on 11 plays early in the third quarter
for· yet another six points. But an
unsuccessful tw~oint attempt left
the Gamecocks clinging to a 21-20
lead.
Numerous Statesmen miscues
aided Jax State in scoring their final
touchdown. A tipped David Coffey
pass landed in the arms of Jeff
Bullen in the end zone. The extra
point attempt was blocked and the
count stood 27-20.
With 2:08remaining, Delta capped
a 71-yard drive with their fourth
score of the night. But again the
two-point try fell short and the
Statesmen attempt at defeating
Jacksonville State for the first time
in the last five tries had fallen short
as well.
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DERRICK THOMAS
Derrick -oT' Thomas is this week's player

of the week. OT had eight catches for a
total of 168 yards rushing. Way to go
Gamecocks and good luck against North
Alabama.

20 East 12th Street (upstairs)
Anniston, Ala. 36201 236-3597
Pei::;onal Development- Visual Poise-Professional 11unwoy
Techniques-Pro-Photo Techniques-Television Commercial
UcenNd by the Alabama State Dc .. •bnent of Educ.al ion

PLAYER OF THE WEEK
SPONSORED BY TiiE MIU.ER BREWING COMPANY
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Ladies shine
(Continued From Page 26)

"If everything goes right, we'll come close to breaking even with last
year;'says the Pac l0's H~en.
Nationwide, colleges will lose about 40 million dollars in TV money this
year, according to NCAA President John Toner.
"I think our members are feeling an economic crunch as a result of the
new TV plan;' 'NCAA spokesman Dave Cawoood adds.
Toner estimates colleges this year will make only about half the 78
million dollars in TV revenues they would have made under the old NCAA
arrang~ment.

'It is obvious there isn't the money out
there that there was lost year.'

1

Univ.
By GLENN COLE
The Jacksonville State Lady
Gamecocks tennis team defeated
the ladies of Mississippi University
for Women by the count of seven
matches to two on Saturday, October 13, on the courts in Jacksonville.

-Mark Dellins, UCLAIn a kind of exclusive, upper crust version of the NCAA, the College
Football Association (CFA)-(.'()mprised of 63 major football powersrecently negotiated a 21 million dollar deal to have ABC broadcast its
games.
The Pac 10 and Big 10 conferences have likewise signed a 10 million
oollar deal to Jroadcast 16 games over CBS.
Other schools-lacking the clout and popularity of the CFA, Pac 10 and
Big l0k teams- are signing contracts with TV stations and cable networks
to broadcast their games regionally.
WSU, for instance, will earn about 600,00 dollars in regional TV revenues
this year, says coach Walden, 200,00dollarslessthanlastyear.
And worse, Walden adds, because the superpower teams have scheduled
ioostofthe prime ~etworlt TV time, "we have no room to get on (national)
'Nevenif~do great later in the season.

"The big teams are getting all the exposure, and my team is being
shortchanged," he charges. "That's just not fair to my players."
"Numerous, less-prominent institutions with fine football programs are
now essentially shut out of any significant participation in the market for
television," Toner says, creating a "panorama of dimini'lhing opportunity.

The victory raised Jax State's fall
record to four wins against only one
defeat. 'The fall schedule is basically

3. warnington
4 • ..Oklahoma
5. Texas
6. Nebraska

1. SMU
8. Ohio State
9,.

Miami

10. Okla., Stat•

c· ) ~
_;:.

~

~

l. B'.Y'U
2. Sost. Col.

11.

-.~·\\\(,.~

.,~ ' ~,,. \
an exhibition time in preparation for
the spring season.
Susan Mills, Cheryl Hickey, Phylis
Priest, Sherry Circle, Rae Clayton,
and Allison Buie all won their singles
matches for Jacksonville.
In doubles play, the team of
Hickey and Clayton and the tandem
of Priesi and Circle defeated their
opponents in their respective
matches.

~tsu

(6-0)
(4-0}

{6:0)
{4-0-1}

{3 ... 0-1)
(5-1}
{4-0J

(5-l)
(6-2)

, rs.-.1>
{4 ...

0-tf

12. Kentucky
13. Fla. State

(5-0)

14. Georgia
15. Penn. State

( , .... 1)

16. Auburn
17. So. Carolina

(4-2) ,

ls. Michi.gan
19 .. .Florida

20. West Vir.

t4 ...l-1)
(4-2)

(5-0)
u--2)
(4-1-1)
(S-1)

'I wouldn't be very proud of myself
if I were Oklahoma or Georgia'
-Jim Walden, head coach, Wash. St.Even Boston College, which last year earned over 1.5 million dollars in
four TV appearances, this year must appear eight times to make 750,000
dollars, according to BC head football coach Jack Bicknell.
The new conflicts, moreover, have colleges suing one another over which
teams will appear on which network under whose TV contract.
UCLA, Southern Cal, the Big 10 and Pac 10, are suing ABC because it
won't allow CF A members to appear on CBS when they play against USC
and UCLA this fall.
The CFA "has offered compromises to get the games on TV," insists
CFA spokesman Dick Snyder, "but we can't abort our contract with ABC."
Until the suit is decided, schools with different TV contracts may not be
able to televise their games, critics say.
Others can't even get TV contracts.

JSU BOOKSTORE
Conveniently located on 2nd floor TMB

Come in and see our
wide variety of merchandise

. "We checked with the networks, Turner Broadcasting,ESPN, you name
it, and none of them have any intention of covering" lesser-known college
games;'says J_im Delany,;commissioner of the Ohio Valley Conference..
which consists of Division II schools.
ConsequenUy, Ohio Valley memoers will lose "between 400,006 and
600,000 dollars" in TV revenues this fall, Delany says.
The chaos has made many sports officials ready to bring back the NCAA
as their excl.usive negotiating agent.

a

"I think we're all giving the NCAA more credit than it got year ag~•
says WSU's Walden. "I hope we can come up with some .new plan
wouls allow the NCAA to get us out of this for next year."
In the meantime, he gripes, "I wouldn't be very proud of myself if I were
Georgia or Oklahoma:•
A Congressional subcommittee is considering legislation to overrule the
&Jpreme Court, and allow the NCAA to establish a "legal" monopoly over
rollege football TV rights.
·
"This is a new era in college football, and one that's still too early to
assess," says subcommittee aide Jerry Waldron. "It's something that will
be closely followed by Congress this y~, and if there's too much abuse
(Congress) may well consider passing a l~w to correct the situation'.'

that

We're your complete
school supply store and more!
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JACK'S IS PUTTING
GOOD THINGS TOGETHER
FOR THE STUDENTS AT
JACKSONVILLE STATE
Like our new Student Discount Cards. Now you can come
by Jack's Hamburgers in Jacksonville, and pick up a new
Student Discount Card.
This card will entitle you to
receive a 15 % discount on any fu·ture purchase at ·Jack's
in Jacksonville, Anniston, Lenlock, or Pell City •
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STUDENT •
DISCOUNT CARD

Present this card at JACK'S In Jacksonville,
Anniston, Lenlock or Pell City and receive a
15% discount on any purchase.
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SfUDENT

123-45-6789

STUDENT 1.0. NUMBER

K~ \·\.'-\-\'NI..
AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE
Expires August 31 , 1985. Not valid with any other coupon offers. ·
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~···········································
So, stop by today and a·sk our manager for your

..· ·~

card and start enjoying regular . savings at JACK'S.
This is our way of saying thank you for your patronage.
Locally owned and operated by
Wayne & Katie Reaves

